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High-Tech Courtrooms Lead to Legal and Logistical Solutions

Fairfax County's recent investments in high-tech courtrooms for the Circuit Court, General
District Court and Juvenile and DomesticRelationsCourtprovidesolutionsto many types of
legal and logistical challenges like:

• An elderly witness too feeble and frail to travel to court and provide testimony.

• A child witness afraid to confront his/her accuser in the courtroom.

• A plaintiffs divorce case is jeopardized because her resident country is unwilling to issue a
visa to return to the United States for a court appearance.

• A judge is out of town but needs to conduct prisoner arraignments withinthe time constraints
required by the Code of Virginia.

• A judge from another localityneeds to arraign a prisoner being held by the Fairfax County
Detention Center.

• A judge from Fairfax needs to arraign a prisoner being held by another locality.

• An overcrowded courtroom in a high profilecase does not have enough seating capacity to
handle the number of spectators

Five new high-tech courtrooms were
launched in 2008 for the Circuit Court

and General District Court. During 2009, the Juvenile and Domestic Relations District
Court moved into the new wing of the Fairfax Courthouse which included nine new high-
tech courtrooms. Renovations for three existing courtrooms were completed in spring
2011.

The new high-tech courtrooms provide the capabilities for:

Integrated and electronic evidence presentation with multiple flat-screen displays
allowing the judge, jury and gallery to view;

Video conferencing for arraignments, remote witness and secluded witness;

Integrated assistive listening and interpretive systems;

• Judges' control of the technologies from the bench;

• Overflow capacity to observe courtroom activity from another courtroom,

A Courtroom Technology Office also was created between the courts and the county's
Department of Information Technology to maximize resources and to standardize technology
requirements for all three courts

Several high-tech trials and courtroom proceedings have been conducted using the high-tech
technology capabilities. Highlighted cases include:

• Using evidence presentation capabilities, attorneys in a medical malpractice case were
able to display digital 3D medical graphics and images

• Courtrooms have been designed to accommodate various audio and video input sources
that allow attorneys to display analog or digital evidence and provide the ability to highlight
or annotate and print specific text and/or paused video images while simultaneously
displaying to the judge, jury and gallery.

Printer —inrrX"
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Closed-circuit technology provides the capability to conduct daily prisoner arraignments and advisements without having to transport
detainees from the Adult Detention Center to the courthouse, thus reducing the number of Sheriffs staff required for arraignments and
increasing the overall safety and security in and around the courthouse complex.

Use of closed-circuit technology to allow child abuse victims to testify from a secluded area of the courthouse in lieu of having to be in the
courtroom with the accused.

Due to the inabilityto obtain a visa to return to the United States, the remote testimony video-conference technology offers Fairfax Courts a
global reach and allowed the plaintiff in a chancery case to provide testimony from Izmir, Turkey.

Due to the physical inabilityto travel, an 85-year old witness in a murder trialwas able to provide testimony remotely from Berkeley, Calif.

A judge from Richmond City was able to arraign a prisoner held in Fairfax Adult Detention Center thus eliminating the need to dispatch
deputies from Richmond to Fairfax for a single arraignment, (approximately 400 miles of highway driving) to pick up a single prisoner, check
out of Fairfax facility, escort to Richmond, check into and out of Richmond facility, return prisoner to Fairfax and return to Richmond

These cases represent the successful launch and continuing evolution of technology
throughout the adjudication process in Fairfax County and the Commonwealth of Virginia.
Other courts throughout the Commonwealth, and across the country and world have visited
Fairfax County to research and emulate the successes achieved

http://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/courts/crto/high-tech-courtrooms.htm



County of Fairfax, Virginia

To protect and enrich the quality of life for the people, neighborhoods and diverse communities of Fairfax County

COURT TECHNOLOGY

OVERVIEW- October2014

INTRODUCTION

Allcourt technology projects meet the primary objectives to improve citizens' access to the Courts,
facilitate trials and hearings in the most effective and efficient means possible, allow for all three
Courts, Circuit Court & Records (CCR), General District Court (GDC),Juvenile & Domestic Relations
District Court (JDRDC), to share common resources, and provide for flexibility and adaptability to
incorporate future changes in technology and court proceedings.

COURTROOM TECHNOLOGY

CTMS - Courtroom Technology Management System

Fairfax County's Courtroom Technology Management System (CTMS) is a state-of-the-art courtroom
management and control system developed to integrate modern technologies into traditional
courtroom activities. The CTMS offers integrated evidence presentation, laptop interface, and video
teleconference capabilities for hearings, trials and arraignments. The custom built CTMS allows all
high-tech courtrooms to share a common infrastructure through a centralized Master Control Room.
The distributed environment provides consistency, standardization, and scalability and is designed for
future growth and changes in technology.

All CTMS courtrooms include multiple flat-screen displays allowing the judge, jury and gallery to view
unobstructed presentations of evidence with the ability to pause, enhance, annotate and print. The
courtrooms contain touch-screen panels for the judge, clerk and users (i.e., attorneys) to manage
multiple microphones and video displays located at the judges' bench, clerks' station, court recorder
station, attorney tables and podium, jury box and spectator gallery. Advisements and arraignments are
conducted on a daily basis, both locally and remotely, from any of the high-tech courtrooms, saving
significant staff and travel time. The evidence presentation system provides for various electronic
evidence sources including CD/DVD/VCR, document camera, enhanced x-ray, computer video and
multi-audio interface with annotation and printing capabilities. Training resources are available on-line
and demonstrations can be arranged on demand.

Currently 18 high-tech courtrooms (Circuit Court - 5, General District Court - 4, Juvenile and Domestic
Relations District Court - 9) are operational within the 40 courtroom facility. The CTMS is overseen by
a centralized Court Technology Office (CrTO), and was developed in partnership with the three Fairfax
County Courts: Circuit Court & Records (CCR), General District Court (GDC), Juvenile & Domestic
Relations District Court (JDRDC), and the Fairfax County Department of Information Technology (DIT).

CTMS - Courtroom Renovations

Courtroom renovations have been completed for four additional high-tech Courtrooms: 5C, 5D and 5F
at the Circuit Court, and 1Afor the General DistrictCourt. Renovation plans are in progress for three
additional Circuit Court Courtrooms (5A, 5B and 5E) and one General District Court Courtroom (2B). All
renovated courtrooms require replacement of major mechanical systems to include heating/air
conditioning, improved lighting, satisfy ADA requirements, enhanced security system, and improved
acoustics. The renovations also include the replacement and refinishing of judges' benches, jury and
gallery seating, wall paneling, paint, carpet, etc.
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Renovation of these courtrooms includes integration with the Court's centralized Courtroom
Technology Management System (CTMS). All new and renovated courtrooms share a common
technology infrastructure with distributed audio and video services routed through a centralized
Master Control Room. Twenty-two of twenty-six courtrooms require renovations. Funding for future
courtroom renovations was included in the Public Safety bond referendum approved by the citizens in
the November 2012 election.

CTMS- Courtroom Interpreting

The Court Technology Office (CrTO) has implemented both wired and wireless capabilities to enhance
the interpreting processes for all three Courts. The implementation of new technologies utilizes
professional-level equipment, hardware and software to improve and enhance the interpreting
process, and streamlines existing court business processes. Awireless component was added to the
existing CTMSwired system in select courtrooms, providing significant improvements with the Adult
Detention Center (ADC) during daily prisoner arraignments and advisements. An interpreting solution
is being developed to enhance the existing wired interpreting system. The wired enhancements will
allow more direct control over the interpreters' headset audio levels and adds functionality for muting
and toggling between languages. The interpreting project is a collaborative effort including judges,
court staff, sheriffs office, technical staff and courtroom interpreters.

CTMS - Courtroom Digital Audio Recording (C-DAR)

The C-DAR Project Team successfully implemented a digital audio recording solution that integrates
with the existing courthouse/courtroom infrastructure. The solution records the audio from court
proceedings, and also provides secure and integrated playback with log note capabilities and user
friendly graphical interfaces. Functionalityalso includes the abilityto replay audio files with indexing,
archiving, and electronic file management capabilities. Workstations are available outside the pilot
courtrooms for authorized court reporters to monitor live and recorded audio from multiple
courtrooms, simultaneously. Asecondary recording system file server was implemented to serve as a
backup to the primary system.

The solution has been expanded into all Circuit Court high-tech courtrooms, and will also be
implemented in future renovated courtrooms. With the technology in place, the Circuit Court is
reviewing business processes and industry best practices associated with the use of this technology.
In addition, the project piloted the use of secure cloud-based services for archiving digital recordings
and same-day or on-demand transcription. The project team will continue to review cloud services
options, and address non-tech courtrooms in a future phase of the project. It is also possible that the
two District Courts, while not courts of public record, could use the C-DAR solution as an internal
quality control tool.

CTMS -Wireless Control Panel

In courtroom 3K, a pilotwas conducted to test the Apple iPad as an alternative product to the original
CTMS Crestron wireless control panel as used byattorneys and other users at the presenter's podium.
The iPad provides the same functionality as the original Crestron wireless device, offers considerable
cost savings, and increases time between battery charges (from 2 to 10 hours). The clarity of the iPad
display and graphics is exceptional. While the iPad was successfully installed as a wireless control
panel, several issues remain unresolved before this solution is considered for courthouse-wide
implementation.

The primaryconcerns are intermittent loss of connectivityduring courtroom use, and the abilityto
secure the device so that it serves as a dedicated CTMS control panel only (i.e., prohibiting use of
traditional iPad functions and applications that could be disruptiveduring courtroom proceedings).
Apple I0S has introduced features for restricting iPad use to a single application; however, the product
continues to experience intermittent loss of connectivity between the iPad and the CTMS control
system. The courts are intrigued with the device; however, unless the connectivity issue is resolved,
the device is considered unstable for a courtroom environment.

Circuit Court &Records October 31, 2014 DIT/Court TechnologyOffice
General District Court page 20f8 Fairfax County Courthouse
Juvenile &Domestic Relations DistrictCourt 4110Chain Bridge Road, Fairfax, Virginia 22030
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COURTHOUSE TECHNOLOGY

Wireless/Wi-Fi

To meet the increased public demands, the CrTOand Department of Information Technology have
collaborated with the courts to expand wireless and Wi-Fi coverage throughout the courthouse and
public safety complex. Efforts continue with major wireless providers (i.e., AT&T, Verizon, and Sprint) to
improve in-building coverage to support the use of personal and hand-held devices around the
courthouse and courtrooms. The demand to use wireless internet activity inside the courtroom is
expanding but remains at the discretion of the presiding judge. All three courts will continue to
evaluate the protocols for using wireless devices in the courtroom, and how to deal with persons that
violate the rules.

Electronic Docket Displays

The Fairfax County Courts utilize electronic docket displays throughout the courthouse. The docket
displays show real-time case information identifying the case number, parties involved (unless sealed),
courtroom and time. The Fairfax County Circuit Court operates a custom case management system
integrated with a third-party supported electronic docket display system, Infax DocketCall. DocketCall
is a multi-featured application with integrated support for displaying information on multiple displays
and integrated with a docket database providing real-time status of case information rendered evenly
across a bank of docket displays.

The Fairfax County General District Court and the Juvenile & Domestic Relations District Court utilize
an in-house docket display solution developed by the Supreme Court of Virginia (SCV). Both District
Courts utilize the State's Case Management System (CMS) thereby eliminating the need for contracted
support. The SCV System is hosted via a Digital Media Manager (DMM) platform located in Richmond,
VAand reads SCV CMS docket data through a web-based application.

Wayfinding - Interactive Digital Signage

Multiple interactive digital signage products have been researched for potential pilot purposes. The
product must work in a networked environment that allows interactive content management through a
dynamic user interface. The technology should also provide the capability to support foreign language
assistance and self-help touch screens (kiosks) to assist the public in navigating the courthouse. The
project team has selected two potential vendors to pilot their solutions at strategically designated
areas of the courthouse. Final product selection will be determined based upon successful completion
of the digital signage pilot.

Public WebSite Information and Accessibility

Upgrades and improvements to the court web pages remains an on-going effort. The courts continue
to collaborate with DIT and the Office of Public Affairs (OPA) to ensure consistency and accountability
across all court pages.

Circuit Court &Records October 31, 2014 DIT/Court Technology Office
General District Court pagG 3 of8 Fairfax CountyCourthouse
Juvenile & Domestic Relations District Court 4110 Chain Bridge Road, Fairfax, Virginia 22030
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CIRCUIT COURT & RECORDS (CCR)

Courts Public Access Network (CPAN)

Circuit Court Civil/Criminal Case Information
CPAN information on pending and concluded Circuit Court civil and criminal cases is available from the
Circuit Court case management system, FullCourt Enterprise. The FullCourt Enterprise Public Access
Portal includes limited historical case activity information. Additional historical case information is
available on the CLCMS - (Circuit Legacy Case Management System).

• Cases can be accessed through the FullCourt Enterprise Public Access Portal using case number,
party, attorney, judge and/or filing date search options.

• Civil and Criminal case information from the FullCourt Enterprise Public Access Portal includes the
case number, scheduled hearings, filing date, case status, relevant parties, document service,
case subtype, attorney(s), and a register of actions with the ability to view in ascending or
descending order by date of the actual court actions.

• Information on Circuit Court civil and criminal case activity prior to October 18, 2004, including
civil and criminal service information, may be found in the new CLCMS, a new web based system
which allows Circuit Court employees and public CPAN users read only access to historical data
about Circuit Cases that they previously were able to access via the mainframe application. The
new system is user friendly as opposed to the mainframe system in which cumbersome
transaction codes were required to navigate and query the system.

• In compliance with the Code of Virginia, adoption cases and juvenile appeals cases are not
available in CPAN.

CPAN information on pending and concluded Circuit Court civil and criminal cases is available from the
Circuit Court case management system, FullCourt. CI (Case Information) - FullCourt includes limited
historical case activity information. Additional historical case information is available on the CLCMS -
(Circuit Legacy Case Management System).

• Cases can be accessed through CI-FullCourt using case number, party, attorney and/or filing date
search options.

• Civil and Criminal case information from CI-FullCourt includes the case number, date filed, status,
plaintiff(s), defendant(s), case subtype, attorney(s), and a register of actions with the most recent
activities shown first.

• Information on Circuit Court civiland criminal case activity prior to October 18, 2004, including
civil and criminal service information, may be found in the new CLCMS, a new web based system
which allows Circuit Court employees and public CPAN users read only access to historical data
about Circuit Cases that they previously were able to access via the mainframe application. The
new system is user friendly as opposed to the mainframe system in which cumbersome
transaction codes were required to navigate and query the system.

• In compliance with the Code of Virginia, adoption cases and juvenile appeals cases are not
available in CPAN.

Real Estate Assessments

The CPAN ICare system consists of real estate information including land description, assessment
information, improvement characteristics, and ownership data for all properties in Fairfax County. This
information can be accessed bystreet address number, owner name, or tax map number. Real Estate
Accounts Receivable information is also available.

Delinquent Real Estate Tax Information
The CPAN ICare system contains delinquent real estate tax records searchable by owner or street
address. Information includes up to 20 years of delinquent real estate tax information including owner
name, address, map reference number, property description, tax year, and tax due, and payment
history information.

Circuit Court & Records October 31, 2014 DIT/Court Technology Office
General District Court page 4 0fq Fairfax CountyCourthouse
Juvenile & Domestic Relations District Court 4110 Chain Bridge Road, Fairfax, Virginia 22030
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Jury Management

The Jury + Web system allows jurors to access, view, and fill out the electronic version of their
summons using the internet. Jurors can update their personal information, request to change their
reporting schedule, and review their service status. The Circuit Court has completed a professionally
produced Jury Video to be shown each morning to jurors. The jury video describes the entire jury
process in a very professional, succinct manner.

Civil and Criminal File Review On-Line Request Form

The Circuit Court allows citizens and customers to complete and submit both Civil and Criminal File
Requests on-line. Requestors will be notified of the file availability within two business days after
submission, and have the opportunity to come to the Circuit Court Civil or Criminal File Room to review
the file(s). The file(s) are held in the Civil or Criminal File Rooms for no more than two business days
after notification of availability.

On-Line Marriage License Pre-Application

The Fairfax Circuit Court's Online Marriage License Pre-Application tool allows citizens to pre-apply for
a marriage license. By using the pre-application tool, citizens can begin the marriage application
process without traveling to the courthouse and standing in line to complete paperwork. Once the pre-
application is submitted on-line, the applicants only need to present their barcode receipt or provide
their names, and the marriage license is electronically generated.

Circuit Court Criminal Case Online Payments

The Circuit Court offers the ability to pay Circuit Court obligations online quickly, easily and securely
through CitePayUSA. Online payments and court records are automatically updated within seconds of
payment approval. The process provides instructions for the user to follow a few steps online and
provides choices for payment options, i.e. choose to pay in full or utilizing a pre-determined payment
plan without traveling to the courthouse or executing over the telephone. Once the transaction is
completed, the user can print out a receipt or request a receipt sent by mail.

Electronic Filing

The Circuit Court offers electronic filing of Land Records. The Circuit Court Electronic FilingSystem
(EFS)offers customers the option to electronically record certain land record documents within the
Clerk's Office. The EFS is a web-based application that allows customers to submit and record
documents from remote locations without having to deliver paper documents to the courthouse. The
Clerk's Office staff reviews, accepts or rejects the documents electronically, and collects recording
taxes and fees via the Automated Clearing House (ACH) for electronic payments. Title companies, law
offices, mortgage companies and lenders can electronically deliver documents to the courthouse,
seven days a week, twenty four hours a day, saving businesses time and money while providing
greater efficiency and speed in recording land documents. E-Filingfor civil and criminal records is
under consideration, and would require cooperation and coordination with the Supreme Court of
Virginia.

Electronic File Tracking

Using Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology, the Fairfax Circuit Court & Records has
implemented a case file tracking system to locate court files and facilitates the tagging, tracking,
inventorying and auditing of all criminal evidence. Court files are systematically tracked by attaching
RFtags to the file folder that can be monitored and detected by strategically placed wireless access
points. The range of these strategically placed access point's cover all department entries and exits as
well as other specific areas to ensure optimum coverage and maximum reliability. The file tracking
software (FileTrail) identifies existing and previous folder locations and offers a "real-time where it was
last seen capability". The application significantly reduces staff time spent searching for and locating

Circuit Court& Records October 31, 2014 DIT/Court Technology Office
General District Court Page5 of8 Fairfax County Courthouse
Juvenile &Domestic Relations District Court 4110 Chain Bridge Road, Fairfax. Virginia 22030
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misplaced files, improves the chain of custody required for all handled evidence and eliminates the
manual paper based criminal evidence inventory system.

On-line Scheduling System (OSS)

The Fairfax County Circuit Court offers an On-LineScheduling System (OSS) to allow attorneys to
schedule their own non-domestic and non-domestic civil case trial dates (both jury and non-jury) on
line. The OSS was developed in a collaborative effort with the Fairfax County Department of
Information Technology (DIT) with the goal of saving attorneys and court staff time and money by
allowing users to select and schedule civil case trial dates electronically without having to travel to the
Courthouse to attend a scheduling conference.

DISTRICT COURTS

General District Court (GDC)
Juvenile & Domestic Relations District Court (JDRDC)

JDIS -Juvenile & Domestic Imaging System

Fairfax County's Juvenile & Domestic Relations District Court (JDRDC), Department of Information
Technology (DIT) and Court Technology Office, in collaboration with the Supreme Court of Virginia's
(SCV) Office of the Executive Secretary (OES), continue to develop and implement a case imaging
system for the scanning, retention, and electronic viewing of court documents. The Juvenile &
Domestic Imaging System (JDIS) is a custom built SCV imaging solution that interfaces with the
existing SCV Case Management System, and integrates requirements unique to Fairfax County.

Features of the system implemented to date include the ability to scan and assign documents to their
perspective cases, electronically distribute these case documents to various work queues, and
capture all juvenile traffic, adult criminal and juvenile runaway and truancy case documents. JDIS
allows users to search for cases and view the associated documents on demand. Court services staff

can scan and submit intake paperwork and reports for acceptance by the clerk's office with delivery to
the electronic case. JDIS includes an internal notification system for ensuring submissions and receipt
of documents. Future segments of JDIS will include secure viewing and exchange of JDIS documents
to and from remote sites, inclusion of the remainder of the case types, and the use of barcoding to
direct scanned documents to the appropriate electronic case files.

JDIS has significantly improved the reliability of the Court Services Unit (CSU) receiving cases placed
on probation from the Court through the Clerk's Office. Planned enhancements of JDIS will provide the
capability to have reports created to automatically run against SCV reports that will accurately show
the status of each case, where probation was ordered, and an electronic order received by the CSU.
Fairfax County is the first Juvenile Court in the state to implement the case imaging system. The SCV is
in the process of implementing this system to other Juvenile Courts throughout the state.

GDIS - General District Imaging System

The General District Court, Fairfax County's Department of Information Technology (DIT) and Court
Technology Office are working with the Supreme Court of Virginia's (SCV) Office of the Executive
Secretary (OES) to implement a Case Imaging System for scanning, imaging and retention of court
documents. The General District Imaging System (GDIS) implementation is utilizing the existing State
imaging system used by other General District Courts throughout the State, and customized for
Fairfax.

VideoAdvisements/Arraignments

CTMS provides the GDC with multiple video conference capabilities, by which inmates in the Fairfax
County Adult Detention Center (ADC), as well as other detention facilities across the state, can either

Circuit Court &Records October 31, 2014 DIT/CourtTechnology Office
General DistrictCourt Page6 of 8 Fairfax County Courthouse
Juvenile & Domestic Relations District Court 4110 Chain Bridge Road, Fairfax, Virginia 22030
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be advised of their rights by the court upon arrest within the mandated timelines or request a motion
to review their bond, without having to physically be present before the court. Use of this technology
has been extremely cost effective and has reduced the sheriff's budget for movement of inmates to
and from the court and across the state.

Police Video Intake & Protective Orders

The Juvenile & Domestic Relations District Court (JDRDC) has partnered with Fairfax County's Mount
Vernon Police Precinct and Fairfax County's Department of Information Technology (DIT) to implement
a Police Video Intake process for issuing Preliminary Protective Orders for victims of domestic
violence. Using software purchased through the Virginia Department of Juvenile Justice, VIA3, a video
conference is arranged between the Victim, the Domestic Violence Detective, the Victim Witness
Assistance Counselor at the Police Station, and the JDRDC Intake Officer located at the Fairfax County
Courthouse. The victim is interviewed, an affidavit is prepared and electronically signed in support of a
Petition for Family Abuse, and an application for the Protective Order is completed. The forms are
transmitted through VIA3, and submitted to the JDRDC Chambers Judge immediately for consideration
of issuance. The Judge's decision, signature, and the subsequent court orders are scanned into and
transmitted back to the victim through VIA3. Use of the technology has been expanded to include
juvenile video intake services for juveniles involved in delinquency. This effort allows youth who are
determined to be suitable for release, to have their parents come to the nearby station and avoid the
youth being detained because of transportation issues. Due the success of this pilot, the Fairfax
County Police Chief has requested the video technology be expanded to all 8 district police stations.
JDRDC Court Services supports the expanded use of this technology.

E-ZSubmit On-Line Form Submission Program

The General District Court allows citizens and the legal community to complete and submit online
forms for both Criminal and Traffic matters. Currently, the system offers notices of appearance to be
filed through this system, and is in the process of adding first time continuance requests for both
public and attorney customers as well as copy requests. Users must create a unique log-in and
password to access the system to capture contact information that is automatically generated on all
submitted forms. Users receive notification of receipt, and court divisions use email drop boxes where
submitted forms are collected and processed. Over 150 attorneys have created user accounts, and
submitted more than 1,700 Notices of Appearance.

E-Summons Interface

The General District Court, following the guidelines of the Supreme Court of Virginia, offers electronic
interfacing with the state standardized Virginia Uniform Summons as well as the summons for Toll
Road or Designated Access Highway violations, and High Occupancy Toll (HOT) Lanes civil violations.
The Fairfax County Police Department, the largest enforcement agency in the court's jurisdiction with
over 1,300 officers, uses the interface to electronically upload all summons data directly into the
GDC's case management system (CMS), where case numbers are automatically generated. Recently,
the Town of Herndon Police came online, along with the toll facility agencies in charge of photo
enforced tolls and Express Lane roads in the county. The system saves numerous staff hours in data
entry and allows the public to have online access to their case information as soon as possible after
issuance. The Court is currently working with the Fairfax County Department of Tax Administration to
create an interface with their parking ticket vendor when cases are set for court hearings.

Police &Court Scheduling System

The General District Court, in conjunction with the jurisdictional Police Departments and Department
of Information Technology (DIT), developed a Police Officer Court Scheduling System (CSS) to allow
coordinated scheduling for police officers and court docketing. The system supports all police
agencies in the jurisdiction, as well as Juvenile, Criminal and Traffic court hearings. The system
successfully generates a court date that balances officers' availability and the court docket, with the
ability to interface with the court's Interactive Voice Recognition (IVR) system. Additionally, the

Circuit Court & Records October 31, 2014 DIT/CourtTechnology Office
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programmed generation of officers' next court date is able to stand alone as a resource within the E-Z
Submit program and on the Court's individual web page improvingthe filingof continuance requests
by the public and legal community. Most recently, the system was modified to reformat the narrow 4 X
10 summons data, as generated by motor officers, to the court standard 8 Vz X 12 format.

Interactive Voice Recognition

The General District Court and FairfaxCounty's Department of Information Technology (DIT),
developed and Interactive Voice Recognition (IVR) phone system that allows the public to access both
general court information and individual case information. The system allows the public to make court
payments as well as process a first continuance request for a new court date. The IVR is programmed
to function fully as a court clerk to include an interface with the Court's Case Management System
(CMS) to update both payment receipts and hearing date changes to include automated system
mailing of confirmation. Close to $3 million is processed through this system annually.

OFFICE OF THE SHERIFF

Advanced CivilEnforcement System (ACES)

The Office of the Sheriff, in collaboration with the Court Technology Office (CrTO), and the three Fairfax
County Courts: Circuit Court & Records (CCR), General District Court (GDC), and Juvenile & Domestic
Relations District Court (JDRDC), is researching a technological solution to automate and integrate the
processes of civil enforcement. Currently, the processing and tracking of paper court documents
(Summons, Warrants, Petitions, etc.) is a very paper-intensive process. The existing process requires
duplication of data entry for both the courts and the Office of the Sheriff. This process introduces lag-
time, processing delays, and potential loss of court documents. Automating these processes will
provide significant improvements and efficiencies to the Sheriff's Office and the Courts, as well as
several other departments, by processing the large volume of service documents managed on a daily
basis.

OFFICE OF THE COMMONWEALTH'S ATTORNEY

Case Management Replacement and Modernization

The Office of the Commonwealth's Attorney (CWA) is located within the Fairfax County Courthouse.
This provides the opportunity to streamline existing resources to expand the CourtDIT service model to
include the Office of the Commonwealth's Attorney. Significant benefits can be achieved by
consolidating resources, and implementing ITbest practices that are in-compliance with the Fairfax
County strategic IT Plan.

The CWA and Court Technology Office (CrTO) have collaborated to begin the process of upgrading their
existing hardware infrastructure, including desktops, laptops, printers, scanners, etc. The DIT is
working with the CWAto research and select a technological solution to replace their legacy case
management system.

Circuit Court &Records October 31, 2014 DIT/CourtTechnology Office
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CTMS OVERVIEW

1. Introduction

2. Reservation Request & Policies

3. Components

4. Evidence Presentation

5. Audio/Video Teleconferencing

6. System Controls

7. Interpreting & Assistive Listening

8. Technical Information

9. Cleaning & Sanitation

jfaufax Cottntp Courtfjouse - Count? of Jfaufax, Virginia
1/24/2013 All Rights Reserved 2 ."



FAIRFAX COUNTY COURTROOMS

CTMS is available in 18 of 40 courtrooms.

5th Floor

CCR

4th Floor

CCR

2nd Floor

1st Floor

GDC 1A IB 1C ID IE LEGEND: CTMS Availability
^^^^ ^^^^ ......

-1 :
••.-•«

r—i

• • rV
! Circuit Juvenile and General Under Non-CTMS

Court and Domestic District Renovation Courtrooms

Records Relations Court (future
(CCR) District

Court

(JDRDC)

(GDC) CTMS)

Jfatrfax Count? Courtljouse - County of jTatrfax, Virginia
1/24/2013 All Rights Reserved 3



CTMS RESERVATION REQUEST FORM

To use one of the high-tech courtrooms,
you must submit an online reservation
request which must be approved by the
appropriate court.

«& Requesting a high tech courtroom does not guarantee one will be
S& available or approved.

Jfatrfax Coutttp CourtljotuSe - Countp of Jfatrfax, Virginia
1/24/2013 All Rights Reserved 4



CTMS RESERVATION REQUEST POLICIES

• Submit your reservation request at least 10
business days prior to your court date.

• Courts will respond to your request within 2
business days.

• Requesting parties are responsible for canceling
the reservation.

fi\AII self-supplied equipment must meet courthouse security standards and
COUrtrOOm policies (http://www.fairfaxcountv.aov/courts/crto/Ddf/evidenceDresentation.pdf).

Jfatrfax Countp Courtfjouse - Count? of Jfatrfax, Virginia
1/24/2013 All Rights Reserved 5



CTMS RESERVATION REQUEST FORM

The Courtroom Reservation Request Form can be
found on the Fairfax County website,
www.fairfaxcounty.gov:

1. Under Topics, select Courts.

2. Under Related Links, select Courtroom
Technology Office (CrTO).

3. Select Courtroom Technology Reservation
Request.

Jfatrfax Countp Courtfjousfe - Countp of Jfatrfax, ^trstnta
1/24/2013 All Rights Reserved 6



CTMS RESERVATION REQUEST FORM: STEP 1

Courtroom Technology Reservation Request

The Fairfax County Court's Courtroom Technology Management System (CTMS) offers multimedia evidence presentation 3nd audio/video conferencing capabilities.
The CTMSenables attorneys to present digital and electronic evidence simultaneously to judges, clerks, attorneys, jurors and spectators through an integrated

audio/video ner.vork of microphones, monitors, assistive devices and flat screen displays.

NOTE:The Courtroom Technology Office is not responsible for the scheduling of courtrooms. The scheduling of courtrooms is managed by the Clerk's office for each
individual court - Circuit Court. General District Court and Juvenile Court.

Attorneys interested in reserving specific equipment or conducting audio/video conferencing must complete and submit the courtroom technology reservation request
for the court they are interested in by selecting the appropriate court below. The reservation request form provides the opportunity to request specific technology and
equipment when reserving a courtroom. Once the reservation request form is submitted, the court should respond within2 business days.

Choose a court

• Circuit Court & Records General District Court '!' Juvenile S, Domestic Relations Court

1. Select from one of the three court options provided

f|\ Selecting a court initiates the reservation process with the
^=^~ appropriate court.

Jfatrfax Countp Courthouse - Countp of Jfatrfax, Virginia
1/24/2013 All Rights Reserved 7



CTMS RESERVATION REQUEST FORM: STEP 2

' Request Type:

Case Details Requestor Information

Reservation ' I' Cancellation *Attorney Name:

" Case Number * Party: i i Plaintiff i \ i Defendant

* Case Style: vs * Phone Number: f )

* Trial Date: itu) * Requestor's Email:

* Trial Length: rj

• Jury Trial:

w Days and/or 0 • Weeks Secondary Email:

Yes -No

' The requesting attorney has ta«cen the CLE course:

'Technology in Fairfax Courtrooms: Come Kick our Tires!" i • Yes • ' No
offered by the Fairfax Bar Association:

2. Enter all case information required.

_>©)_ Anything denoted with a red asterisk must be provided.

Jfatrfax Countp Courtljousfe - Countp of Jfatrfax, ^trgtnta
1/24/2013 All Rights Reserved 8



CTMS RESERVATION REQUEST FORM: STEP 3

Select equipment.

Enter the required

information (denoted by
red asterisk).

Presentation Equipment

Laptop Connection ^

Document Camera ® VGA/DB15 with 3.5" audio for laptop video and aud-
w

n Eye Camera ®
• DVD/VHS Player ®

Assistive Listening 8

Other '?

output

Video Teleconference (VTC)

V Protected Witness ®

Request approved DyJudge:

' Date order was signed:

•/] Remote Video Testimony ®
You must comply with the VTC terms of use

Request approved DyJudge:

' Date order was signed:

Video Conference Provider

(ISDN):

*

3. Select the technology required for your case.

Hovering over :̂ V

icons will explain
each piece of

equipment.

f& Judicial approval is required before using Video Teleconferencing
™ (VTC).

Jfatrfax Countp Courtljouse - Countp of Jfatrfax, Virginia
V24/2013 All Rights Reserved 9
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CTMS RESERVATION REQUEST FORM: STEP 5

To continue, you must click the following check box indicating
that you understand and accept the Terms of Use above.

and verify that the data submitted is accurate.

1agree

5. Selecting the I Agree box submits your request.

Agreeing to the Terms of Use finalizes the process.
0^ Any required data not provided will return the user to the form,

Missing information will be identified in red text.

Jfatrfax Countp Courthouse - Countp of Jfatrfax, ^trgtma
1/24/2013 All Rights Reserved 11



CTMS TRAINING

• Attorneys are recommended to take the Fairfax
Bar Association's CLE Program course:
Technology in Fairfax Courtrooms: Come Kick Our Tiresl
Learn how to use technology to win your cases.
(https://m360. fairfaxbar. org/ViewCalendar. aspx)

• Presentations, demonstrations and additiona
training for specific groups can be arranged
through the Court Technology Office (CrTO).

Jfairfax Countp Courthouse - Countp of Jfmrfax, ^trgtmn
V24/2013 All Rights Reserved 12



• For Information on CTMS and Court Technology
http://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/courts/crto/

• To Request a High-Tech Courtroom:
http://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cou rtroomtechrequest/#v

• To Contact the Court Technology Office, email:
CrTO@fairfaxcounty.gov

• FBA Sponsored Attorneys'Training:
Technology in Fairfax Courtrooms: Come Kick Our Tires!
Learn How to Use Technology to Win Your Cases.

https://m360.fairfaxbar.org/ViewCalendar.aspx

jfatrfax Countp Courtljouse - Countp of Jfatrfax, ^irgtma
1/24/2013 All Rights Reserved 13



COUrtrOOm 5E The Fairfax Courts'
High-Technology Courtroom

rhe decision of the Fairfax County Courts to create a high-technology courtroom moves Fairfax into themain
stream of thenation's innovative courts. The recently completed courtroom prototype project will enable the
Fairfax Courts to hear even themostserious andcomplex cases more accurately efficiently andquickly than

can be done atpresent andwill make Fairfax an international leader in theuse of courtroom technology.

Professor Fredric I. Lederer, College ofWilliam and Mary Marshall-Wythe School ofLaw.

;:••
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1 Section One —

Courtroom Technology Background

Courtroom Dedication

Flat screen

displays allow
thejudge,
juryand

gallery to view
unobstructed

presentations
of evidence.

1-1 INTRODUCTION

During 2006, the Fairfax Courts completed a high-
tech "prototype" courtroom to be piloted during
courtroom trials and proceedings. The prototype
serves as a blueprint to determine the technology
needs of the expanded courthouse scheduled for
completionduring2008. Theexpansion includes the
construction of 17 new courtrooms in addition to

renovations to existing courtrooms in the Fairfax
County Courthouse. Theobjectiveof the prototype
project was to explore ways to improve citizens
access, internally and externally, to the Courts,
facilitate trials and hearings inthe most effective and
efficient means possible, and allow all three Courts
to share common resources. In addition, the design
incorporates the flexibility and adaptability needed
to adjust to future changes in technologyand court
proceedings.

The prototype was based on a technology master
plan prepared through an independent consultant
studyin fiscal year2001 on behalf of Fairfax County
and the Fairfax County Judicial Center complex. The
Circuit Court designated Courtroom 5Eas the "proto
type" courtroom to pilot and test new technologies
to include:

Integrated and electronic evidence presentation;

2 I FairfaxCounty Courts High-TechnologyCourtroom

Real-time courtreporting;

• Wireless access;

Electronic docket display and wayfinding;

• Video conferencing, video arraignment;

• Remote witness, secluded witness;

Integrated assistive listening andinterpretive
systems, and

• Judges' control of the technologies from
the bench.

Flat screen displays allow the judge, jury and
gallery toviewunobstructed presentations ofevidence.
Specialized access floorsand customized courtroom
furniture/fixtures weredesigned to accommodate the
evolution of technologyduring the litigation process.
TheCourtroom Technology Prototype project advances
the recommendations provided inthe original master
plan, with assistance from the Center for Legal and
Court Technology and further refines the technolo
gies necessary for new and existing courtrooms.

Since implementing the high-tech courtroom,
several trials have been completed using the high-
tech prototypecourtroom. Highlighted cases include
the following:

/ Using evidence presentation capabilities,
attorneys in a medicalmalpractice case were
able to display digital 3D medical graphics
and images.

/ Use of video-conferencing technology to allow
a ten-year old "protected witness" in a child
abusecase to testify from a remote area of the
courthouse in lieu of having to be in thesame
room with the accused.

/ Due to the inability to obtain a visa to return
to the United States, the remote testimony
technology allowed theplaintiff in a chancery
case to provide testimony from Izmir, Turkey.

/ Due to scheduling andtransportations issues,
the defendant in a civil case was able to

provide testimony from Cairo, Egypt.

These cases highlight the success of the proto
type project and represent a major breakthrough for
the adjudication process in Fairfax County and the
Commonwealth of Virginia. Other Courts through
out the Commonwealth, USA and other countries
across the globe, including the U.S. Army's military
Courts haveapproached Fairfax County to research
and emulate the successes achieved by the Fairfax
Courts.



Additional requestscontinueto be received from
judges and attorneys to utilize the technologies
and expand the capabilities to other courtrooms.

1-2 JUDICIAL, LEGISLATIVE AND
EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT

Thedecision to research, implement and support
advanced technology inthe courtroom, including
the Courtroom 5E prototype project, was a joint
effort between the judicial, legislative and execu
tive branches of government in Fairfax County as
represented below.

JUDICIAL-
FAIRFAX COUNTY COURTS

Circuit Court —

ChiefJudge and Technical Judge, Dennis J. Smith

General District Court —

Chief Judge, Donald P. McDonough

General District Court —

Technical Judge, Michael J. Cassidy

Juvenile Court — ChiefJudge, Teena D. Grodner

Juvenile Court — Technical Judge, David S. Schell

Clerk of the Circuit Court — John T. Frey

Clerk, General District Court — NancyLake

Clerk, Juvenile Court —Jennifer Flanagan

Director, Juvenile Court Services — James S. Dedes

LEGISLATIVE - FAIRFAX COUNTY

BOARD OF SUPERVIORS

At-Large Chairman, Gerald E. Connelly

Braddock District, Sharon Bulova

Dranesville District, John W. Foust

Providence District, Linda Q. Smyth

Hunter Mill District, Catherine M. Hudgins

Sully District, Michael R. Frey

Mason District, Pen!elope A. Gross

Lee District, JeffC. McKay

Springfield District, Paf Herrity

Mt. Vernon District, Gerald W. Hyland

EXECUTIVE - FAIRFAX COUNTY

EXECUTIVE AND STAFF

County Executive,AnthonyH. Griffin

Deputy County Executive, Edward L. Long, Jr.

CourtroomTechnology Background — Section One 1

Deputy County Executive, David J. Molchany

Deputy County Executive, Verdia L. Haywood

Deputy County Executive, RobertA. Stalzer

Department of Management and Budget,
Susan Datta, Director

Department of Information Technology,
Wanda Gibson, Director

1-3 CourtroomTechnology Team
In2004, a Courtroom Technology Team was organized
to research, share, educate, design and implement the
high-tech "prototype" courtroom. The Courtroom
Technology team consist of business and technical
representatives from the three Fairfax County Courts;
Circuit Court, General District Court, Juvenile and
Domestic Relations District Court and isa cooperative
effort of the three FairfaxCourts, Office of the Sheriff,
Department of Management and Budget (DMB),
Departmentof Cable, Communications and Consumer
Protection (DCCCP), Department of Information
Technology (DIT), Department of Public Works and
Environmental Services (DPWES), Department of Purchas
ing and Supply Management and the Department of
Facilities Management(FMD). Consulting services were
also provided bythe Center for Legal and Court Tech
nology(Courtroom 21 Project).

KEY MEMBERS OF THE COURTROOM

TECHNOLOGY TEAM INCLUDE:

Courtroom Technology Office —
David Bartee, John Lumsden

Circuit Court — Andrew Kassick, Barbara Kenney

General District Court — Afsaneh Tibbs, Celine Robinson

Juvenile Court — Letha Braesch, GeorgeSpack, Ann Todd

Office of the Sheriff — Buck Watkins, George Wright

Dept of Cable, Consumer Protection &Communications
— GaryQuinn

Dept of Management and Budget— Debra Dunbar

Deptof Information Technology — James Simmons

1-4 CENTER FOR LEGAL AND COURT

TECHNOLOGY (Courtroom 21 Project)
TheCenterforLegal and CourtTechnology (Courtroom
21 Project) is a non-profit entrepreneurial research,
education, and consulting public service organization
that seeks to improve the administration of justice
through the use of appropriate technology. Court-
oriented, CLCT is a joint initiative of the College of

Courtroom Dedication

Cable Cutting Tools

Courtroom 5E Technology Project I 3



1 Section One — Courtroom Technology Background

Other courts

throughout the
Commonwealth,

the United States

and other

countries across

the globe have
approached

Fairfax County
to research

and emulate

the successes

achieved by
Fairfax County.

Congressman Frank Wolf

William &MaryLawSchool and the National Center
for State Courts. CLCT works to assist courts, gov
ernment agencies, law firms, law schools, judges,
lawyers, court reporters, paralegals, legal technolo
gists and other members of the legal professions.
Through the Courtroom 21 Court Affiliates CLCT
directly supportsapproximately three thousand judges
and courtrooms in the United States and Canada.

Professor Fred Lederer is Chancellor Professor of

Law and the Founder and Director of the Courtroom

21 Project. Martin Gruen serves as Deputy Director
and oversees the technical components of the pro
gram. Both are recognized within for their efforts
and were presented a plaque at the annual Court
room21 conferencebythe Honorable JudgeMichael
J. Cassidy to show appreciation for their efforts and
expertise throughout the Courtroom 5E prototype
project. Theirassistance with the production of this
report is acknowledged and provides a foundation
of valuable information. All commentary published
in section 4 was provided by Professor Lederer.

1-4.1 Courtroom 21 Court Affiliates

In recognizing the courts' are increasing interest in
adopting courtroom technology, the Fairfax Courts
joined the Courtroom 21 Court Affiliates program.
The Affiliates program consists of an organization of
those state, federal, and non-United States courts
interested in the efficient, economical, and sound

4 I Fairfax County Courts High-Technology Courtroom

use of courtroom and related technology. In return
foran annualsubscription fee, CourtAffiliates receive
a variety of services, including consulting and access
to a password protected web-site, and attendance
at the annual Court Affiliates Conference. The
Affiliates also assist CLCT with prototypical and
experimentalwork. The Fairfax Courts are presently,
and have been since 1994, a bonafide Court Affili
ate patron.

Courtroom 5E
1-5 COURTROOM DEDICATION

On October 10, 2006, a "cable cutting" ceremony
was conducted in Courtroom 5E at the Fairfax

County Courthouse to unveil the new high-tech
courtroom. Congressman Frank Wolfserved as the
keynote speaker along with other State Delegates,
Judges, and Clerks-of-the-Court. Project team
members were also present with other key county
and court staff. Congressman Wolfwas instrumental
in securing a grant to support the Courtroom 21
project and making the high-tech courtrooms
possible. Several high-tech cases (as referenced in
section 5) highlight the success of the prototype
project and represent a major breakthrough for the
adjudication process in Fairfax County and through
out the world.



2 Section Two —

Technology Overview
2-1 THE COURTROOM

The Fairfax High-Technology Courtroom is located
inCourtroom 5E at the Fairfax County Courthouse
located at 4110 Chain Bridge Road, Fairfax, Virginia.
This facility is a 1970's design with minimal existing
infrastructure or technology. The existing courtrooms
have limited poke-through floor outlets and most
are in the wrong place to provide connectivity for
the current courtroom-well furniture. The audio
systems are dated and currently only the judge's
microphone and witness microphoneare inuse. The
ceiling speakers work but the overall audio re-
enforcement leaves much to be desired. The exist
ing courtrooms accommodate a speaker phone for
teleconferencing but have been found to be
awkward to use and requires setting up and tearing
down after each use. There are some visual display
devices provided in the room, which include a wall-
mounted x-ray lightbox, a wall-mounted whiteboard
and a ceiling mounted projectionscreen. Thecourt
roomwas modifiedwith a door systemcut intothe
rearwall to allow mediacoverage of trials. A media
camera may be mounted on a platform in the
conference room behind the gallery entrance and
an operator can film the proceedings. This camera
requires an operator and allows only limited view
ing angles of the courtroom.

2-2 INFRASTRUCTURE

As previously configured, the Fairfax High-Technology
Courtroomrepresented a traditional courtroomwith
minimal and inadequate technology support. It
required a major infrastructure upgrade, installation
of a comprehensive evidence presentation system
(including displays), videoconferencing, and key
ancillary pieces of technology. The infrastructure of
a modern technology-enhancedcourtroom includes
its cabling, audio and video hardware, switching
components, and control systems. The infrastructure
is both critical and fundamental. It is the infrastruc
ture that makes possible the legal technologyappli
cations in the courtroom and it is the infrastructure
that controls how easily and cheaplyequipment can
be maintained, repaired, and upgraded.

2-2.1 Cabling and the Floor

Although it is now possible to use wireless audio-
video connectivity fora simple evidence presentation
system, a major technology-enhanced courtroom
requires the use of physical cabling. In an ideal world
the cabling backbone should consist of fiber-optic
cabling supplemented by category 5or higher rated

cabling. Although fiber is substantially more desir
able than any alternative due to its high bandwidth
and minimum distortion, it is also by far the most
expensive cabling option in the short term. Current
plans take cost factors into consideration, and we
have recommended traditional cabling supple
mented bycategory 5 or higher.

Pragmatically, it isnot so much the nature of the
cabling that is important; what is often critical is
where and how the cable is physically placed. Easy
maintenance and upgrading requires access to the
cabling as well as the ability to lay new cable to
locations previously thought unlikely to need
connection. Pastexperiencehas provenconclusively
that it is impossible to predict where one will need
cable as little as six months after completion of a
high-technology courtroom. Further,unless a raised
floor system is used; technology-enhanced court
rooms are often designed with too little space to
provide access for additional cabling.

Courtroom 5Eexhibited this classic lackof adapt
ability and was clearly illustrated through the court's
attempted use of a portable evidence presentation
system. Concrete floors madewiring forthe system
impossible and hazardous. It ishighly recommended
that courtrooms be constructed with a raised floor

system in the well area with a system that provides
foreasyaccess to installed cabling and the ability to
quickly and easily install new cabling. Courtroom
5E uses an AMP PowerFlor system, a raised floor
that has proven essential any number of times for
both maintenance and upgrading. Future courtroom
construction and renovations will include a raised

floor system with carpet tile that will stand a mini
mum of 3 inches off the base concrete floor. This

should meet all expected requirements.

2-2.2 Audio

Technology-enhanced courtroomsneed capableand
flexible audio systems. Such courtrooms normally
need sound reinforcement; audio playback of media
such as cassette tape, CD's, DVD's, and videotapes;
audio for video-conferencing (with echo control);
assistive listening; foreign language interpretation;
and potential electroniccourt recording. Courtroom
5E introduces enhanced courtroom audio for these

capabilities.

2-2.2(a) Microphones
Courtroom microphones must be accurate, simple
to operate, and to the degree possible unobtrusive
and non-disturbing to trial participants. This last

The

infrastructure

of a modern

technology-
enhanced

courtroom

includes its

cabling, audio
and video

hardware,

switching
components,

and control

systems.

Courtroom 5E Technology Project I 5



2 Section Two —Technology Overview

Courtroom Microphones

requirement is often difficult to obtain as micro
phones must be sufficiently directional to avoid pick
ing up unwanted sound but sufficiently sensitive to
pick up trial participants without needing to lean
forwards into the capsule of the microphone.
Microphone selection inherently requires a compro
mise between critical technical specifications and
desirable but non-critical positioning. Courtroom 5E
includes 12" gooseneck cardioid desktop micro
phones with a push-to-mute switch for the bench,
clerk,and court reporter. An 18" gooseneck cardioid
microphone with no mute capability is provided at
the witness stand and 18" gooseneck cardioid
microphoneswith mute capabilityare also used for
the counseltables and evidencepresentation station.
The witness stand also includes a headset micro
phone and connection for language interpretation.
Connecting cables pass through a grommet in the
bench desktop and connect to the audio system by
a jack plate located underneath the bench.

Courtroom 5Ealso includes a sidebar microphone
that will provide audio pickupof bench conferences
when this microphone is in use through the audio
control system to the court reporters location only.
Future enhancements may allowfor connection to
an electronic audio recording device to greatly
improve the accuracy and ease of recall of any
particular statement. The microphone is a very
sensitive omni-directional boundary type device.
Again, the connecting cable passes through a
grommet in the bench and connects to the system
bya jack plate located under the desktop.

Hanging overhead or "choir" microphones for
jurorsare providedwhen potentialjurorsare voir dired
in the box. These are very small microphones low
ered from the ceiling. Their sizeand color allowthem

6 I FairfaxCounty Courts High-Technology Courtroom

to blend in and not be too visible, but they are
excellent for audio coverage of this area. This alter
native allows coverage for attorneys that walk over
to the juryarea during opening or closing. Without
jury microphones orwideareaceiling coverage, com
ments by counsel in thisarea might not be picked up.

Courtroom 5E has the capability of handling
audio pickup inspecialcircumstances, including the
possibility of jury voir dire from the gallery. Awire
less microphone system with a hand-held probe
microphone provides the court with flexibility for
alternate locations to present evidence or question
potential jurors.Wireless microphones can be highly
convenient but suffer from a number of deficiencies

that must be clearly understood.They are not secure;
any receiver on that frequency even outside of the
courtroom can receive the signal. As they run on
batteries, someone in the courtroom must be
responsiblefor keeping the microphone loaded with
charged batteries. A third issue relatesto the type of
microphone. Manypeople recommend lavalier type
microphones. These will do an unquestionably good
job of reproducing sound. The problem isthat they
will reproduce any sound near them unless they are
turnedoff. Trials could be placed in jeopardy because
a confidential attorney — client conversation was
picked up and broadcast. A probe type microphone
has to be held and creates just enough awkward
ness to keep the user cognizant of its presence.

2-2.2(b) Speakers
Audio outputs, whether for courtroom sound rein
forcement, videoconferencing, or the playing of
previously recorded material require speakers to be
heard. Courtroom 5E has a number of installed

speakers including speakers at the judge's bench,
witness stand, clerk table, and jury box. Ceiling
speakers are provided to complete the sound re-
enforcement for the gallery area. The installation of
a qualityaudio system in future courtroom renova
tions will requireadditional courtroom speakers and
the replacement of some or all or the existing ones.

2-2.2(c) Audio control and processing
equipment

Microphones, VCR's, audio cassette players, video
conferencing and the like represent the audio inputs
in a technology-enhanced courtroom. Speakers,
electronic recording systems, and external commu
nication links are the customary audio outputs. It is
the infrastructure that lies between the inputs and
outputs that tends to be critical.

In addition to the necessary cabling, technology-
enhanced courtrooms need sophisticated digital
audio processingand controlsystems. These systems



take the input audio and ensure that it is transmit
ted to the correct outputs in as pure a fashion as
may be possible using criteria established by the
courts that dictate who hears what and when. Audio

processing ensures that the audio isfree from feed
back dueto the proximity of microphones to speakers
and eliminates unwanted mechanical noises typical
of ventilation systems by the carefully planned
selectionand configuration of the available features
of the audioprocessing equipment. Moderncontrol
systemsnot onlypermit the obvious, such as volume
control, butcanalso via matrix switching make input/
output connections immediately via softwarecontrol.
This allows instantaneous rerouting of audioto cope
with any previously unexpected requirements as well
as the addition of new equipment to the system.
Courtroom 5E utilizes BiAmp AudiaFlex equipment
for these purposes. Computer controlled audio,
including computer controlled switching, hasanother
advantage of substantial importance: ft decreases
thepossibility of unapproved controlsettingchanges.
Years of experience working with the Courtroom
21 project have shown that because appropriate
audiovolume isa subjective matter, staff are nearly
always ready to change audio settings to "improve
the sound." Often the staff members have at most

a minimal understanding ofthe complex audio system
andwhile improving perceived soundquality forVCR
playback, forexample, the staff member may have
just made it impossible to have an effective
videoconference without resetting the system. A
computer software controlled system can be reset
instantaneously and issafeguarded from tampering
- an unauthorized person is not likely to be able to
locate the control screens.

2-2.3 Video

Technology-enhanced courtrooms arepredominantly
visual in nature. Counsel routinely present evidence
and make arguments visually. Thisnecessitates visual
displays in the courtroom. At the same time, both
courtroom security and videoconferencing require
cameras to originate live video images of what is
occurring in the courtroom. Accordingly, it would
be reasonable to describe the courtroom's video

infrastructure as consisting of displays, cameras,
control systems, and cabling (2-4), although the
courtroom video conferencing systems require the
addition ofthe properdata telecommunications lines.

2-2.3(3) Displays
Visual displays arethedefining element ofa technology-
enhanced courtroom. "Visual displays" can consist
of televisions, plasma screens, CRT computermoni
tors, large and small LCD flat panel displays, and a
host of other possible display technologies. They all
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serve to show visual images,whether live or recorded
television or computer/data. In practice, courtroom
displays are customarily used to show document
camera images (images of documents, pictures, and
physical objects placed undera vertically-mounted
television camera); VCR, CD, and DVD recordings;
computerimages; and videoconferencing-originated
"television." It is important to note that ordinarily
notall displays areonat the sametime. Each display
hasa given purpose and only those displays that are
required for the given use are turned on. Further
more, a well designed courtroom should be able to
showdifferent images on different screens.A remote
witness, for example, may be visible on a large
plasma screen, while the testimony documents
appearon smaller screens in frontof judge,counsel,
and jurors.

Courtroom 5E uses plasma and LCD screens,
although rearand front projection systems mayalso
be used. High-Definition (HD) television is now
available for home viewing, however, the lack of
affordable HD cameras and HD recorded material
means that few if any courtroom displays use their
HD capability. It is not unreasonable to expect that
the video capability of courtrooms will be required
to evolve into HD systems and this will include upgrad
ing certain non HD ready monitors that currently exist.

2-2.3(a)(2) Large screen displays
At present, large display units (40 inch and larger
diagonals) normally consist of plasma screens and
front and rear projection units. Flat screens are
preferred as they can be hung on a wall and are
aesthetically pleasing. Plasma screens ordinarily are
the large flatscreendisplays of choice althoughdigital
light processing (DLP) and LCD large flat screens are
available and the technology behind these types of
displays is continually evolving. Although plasma
screens are at risk for "burn-in," the creation of a
ghost-like image ifthe same fixed image isdisplayed
for too long a time, they tend to be cheaper and
brighter than DLP or LCD screens. Plasma'sare now
available in up to at least 72 inch diagonal screen
sizes. Courtroom 5E was installed with a large 62
inch plasmascreen behind the witness stand, both
forremote witness images andto provide an in-court
witness the ability to make visible to the courtroom
annotations made over exhibits through the use of
touch screen video panels

Projection systems require a projector and a
screen. Front projection units project imageson fixed
ordrop-down screens and provide the largest images
available for the courtroom, frequently ten feet or
larger diagonals. In Courtroom 5E the unit hangs
from the ceiling (complicating bulb replacementand
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For evidentiary
admissibility

purposes,

image size is
a relevant

and important
factor.

wiring). Although very bright and reasonably priced
projectorsare now available (a substantial improve
ment over past years), projector bulbs begin to
degrade immediately so that the image becomes
darker continuously over time. Replacement bulbs
are expensive, often costing morethan $ 250 each.
Front projection systems can be problematical for
windowed courtrooms with large amounts of day
light, especially as the bulb degrades. Customarily
such systemsrequire some form of automatic blinds
or curtains if the courtroom has substantial windows.

Rearprojection units, on the other hand, tend to be
farmoreresistant towashoutfrom bright room light.
The principal shortcoming of rearprojection systems
is that they are very large and take up a substantial
amount of floor and often wall space.

Counsel frequently like to project evidence on
large screens believing that the large image enhances
persuasionand provides a common focal pointfor a
jury. Judges sometimes find such screens trouble
some because they may be unduly persuasive. Sight
lines often complicate use of large screens, espe
cially front projection screens. All too often the only
position from which counsel and jury canview such
a screen does not work for the judge. Although a
judge maysee the same image on a bench monitor,
for example, that is not the same image as shown
on the large screen. For evidentiary admissibility pur
poses, image size isa relevant and importantfactor.

2-2.3(a)(3) Small screen displays
Small flat screen LCD displays are the display means
of choice for many courtroom applications. One or
more such displays are placed on the bench, coun
sel tables, court clerk's station, witness stand, court
reporter's station, courtroom podium/evidence
presentation station, and in the jury box (one LCD
display for every two jurors). LCD displays unit size
meets the customarily 17 inch diagonal insize(with
bench units of 20 or more inches sometimes being
selected). LCD displays can be touch screensas well
and witness and counsel displays are installed with
thiscapability to allow a witness or attorney tovisibly
annotate documents and other piecesof evidence.

2-2.3(0) Cameras
Courtroomtelevision camerascustomarily servetwo
purposes; securityand videoconferencing. Although
the same cameras could be used for both purposes,
the different needs justifytwo separate sets of cam
eras. When a courtroom participant such as coun
sel examines a remote witness, it is essential that
the display showing the remote witness be located
in line with the camera that telecasts the image of
the counsel to the remote witness. That way the
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remote witness will be looking directly at the exam
ining lawyer; otherwise in the remote location it will
appear to the remote witness as ifcounsel istalking
to someone else. Voice activated camera switching
eliminates the need for manual redirection of camera
views during video-teleconferences and provides the
far end with a directvideoof the personspeaking.

Camerasare also important for those courts that
make an audio-video court record. In those courts,
court proceedings are videotaped with the official
appellate transcript becoming the official text tran
scription of the recorded tape. Courtroom 5Eis not
yet conducting electronic recording transcripts but
is preparing the infrastructure to be able to adapt
to this technology in the future.

Courtroom cameras ordinarily are color CCD
cameras of security grade. At present, the Ninth
Judicial Circuit in Orlando Florida (Courtroom 23) is
the onlycourtroom known to have installed profes
sional quality broadcast cameras for general tele
conferencing needs and broadcast. These are
desirable for a court that wishes to provide a visual
feed to television media. The 5E prototype includes
two broadcast quality cameras that are provided
strictly for that purpose. At present they are "over
kill" forother purposesas neithervideoconferencing
nor web-based video can benefit from the enhanced

quality of the cameras.Thefutureplanforthe Fairfax
County courtrooms does not include providing
broadcast qualitycameras. Instead, a "media tap"
will be provided for news organizations to attach
their own equipment to. This reduces costs associ
ated with this capability while accomplishing the
same broadcast objective.

FiberOptic Cable

2-2.4 Control systems and cabling
Technology-enhanced courtroomsarevideo-centric.
Although in-courtroom cameras usually feed only
the videoconferencing system (which will need its
own camera selection capability), the courtroom



needs the abilityfor judge, deputy clerk, or counsel
to choose which visual display inputs (document
camera, VCR/CD/ DVD player, counsel computers
and videoconferencing) to display and where they
will display. Ina high-end courtroomthisnecessitates
a matrix switching system. Control of this system
generally is done bya computer-type control system
that is operated via a visual control panel. Court
room 5E uses a sophisticated Crestron programmed
control panelthat shows an image of the courtroom
settings with clearly understandable icons for each
availableselection. Ordinarily, the video sources are
displayed on the bench, counsel, and clerk displays
with the panel able to also route them to witness
and juryor other locations on command. The same
switching and control system can also control light
ing and various other technologies, including court
recording technologies.

Where the courtroom will be controlled from is

sometimes controversial. Experience indicates that
different judges have different preferences. Court
room 5E allows the courtroom to be controlled bya
judge or deputy clerk using an appropriate control
panel. The judge has an override panel and a "kill-
switch" that can instantly blankall visual displays. A
control panel isalsoavailable to counselso that, with
thecourt's permission, counsel can personally switch
among the inputs used by the lawyer when
presenting evidence. The counsel panel has fewer
options than those available to judge and clerk.

2-2.5 Millwork and furniture

The courtroom millwork and furniture is custom-
designed for technology so that:

1) Cabling ischanneled from thefloor directly
into themillwork andfurniture without being
visible,

2) Displays arebuilt-in or mounted so as to
present the lowestpossible silhouettes and to
minimize blocked sight-lines,

3) Counsel tables aredesigned for easyaccess to
power, audio-video and other connections,

4) Participants arepositioned tosee appropriate
displays, especially any necessary large
screens,

5) Participants can be assisted bygiving them the
most effective access to key technology.

Courtroom 5E made every effort to accomplish
these goals consistent with the need to preserve the
current millwork and furniture. In particular, the
courtroom strives to make the technology as invis
ible as possible and to ensure that all critical display
sight lines are maintained
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2-3 EVIDENCE PRESENTATION

Perhaps the most compelling reason for technology-
enhanced courtrooms is the use of electronic evidence

presentation technology. It is the use of this technol
ogy that enhances fact-finding and can result in
substantial timesavings. Ordinarily, evidencepresen
tation technologies include document cameras,
audio cassette players, videotape/CD/DVD players,
computers, and "white boards."

2-3.1 Document cameras

The most commonplace, and simple, way of pre
senting material in court via technology is to use a
documentcamera. A documentcamera is simply a
vertically mounted TV camera aimed down at a flat
surface. The lawyer puts a photo, document, or
object on the surface, and the camera instantly
displays the imageon the video displays or monitors
to which it is configured. The camera has buttons
permitting easyand fast close-ups.Thecamera may
also be able to change negatives to positives (and
the reverse) which assists in the display of x-rays.
Focus can be automatic or manual. A microscope
capabilitycan be added to display slides. Thedocu
ment camera excels at display of photographs and
small blocks of text. Although most cameras can
display a page of 8V2 x 11 inch paper, the camera
usually cannot do so adequately, requiring counsel
to zoom in to a smaller portion.

Document cameras are versatile display instru
ments with the ability to output digital data rather
than composite video which makes them moreeasily
compatible with infrastructures designed to display
computer imagery. Higher-end models can capture
images and sometimes provide imagecomparison.
Many ofthesehigher endfunctions, however, require
use of remote controls. Varying placement of the
cameraarmand lights mayinterfere with sight lines.
Courtroom 5E uses one Elmo document camera

located at the Litigator's Podium.

2-3.2 Audio and video players
Counsels often wish to use an audio or audio/video
source to present evidence. As most audio sources
now are in the form of CD, DVD, MP3 or other
computer-type technological sources, comparatively
few courtrooms have permanently installed audio
cassette players. However, such players may be
critical if local lawenforcement isstill using cassette
recording for wiretaps or other forms of evidence
collection. Otherwise, the infrastructure should be
designed to permit the ad hoc connection of a
cassette player to the system.

Although videotapes are still in use, video is

Document Camera

Courtroom 5F

uses one Elmo
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camera

located at
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Podium.
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Presentation Podium

increasingly moving to CD's and DVD's. Accordingly,
Courtroom 5E offers a combination of audio and
video playersthat permit playing videotapes as well
as disk media.Lawyers are increasingly using digital
cameras to collect trial evidence. In Courtroom 5E,
camera imagescan be downloaded intoa computer
and used to create a computer-based presentation.
Future Fairfax courtrooms will be technology-
enhanced to accept a digital camera'svideo USB, or
"firewire" data output.

2-3.3 Computers
Otherthan documentcameras, computers (laptops)
arethe lawyer's choice ofevidence presentation tech
nology. Because of concerns about the security of
the courthouse computer network, Courtroom 5E
does not equiptheircourtrooms with desktop com
puters; there issimply too high a chance that media
carried in by lawyers not only will be incompatible
withthe court's programs but more importantly may
carry harmful viruses. The courtroom infrastructure
was designed to be able to display the visual output
of notebook computers carried into the courtroom
by counsel. Because such computers output a range
ofresolutions andfrequencies, the display infrastruc
ture must be highly robust. Pragmatically, this means
that the court cannot economize by purchasing
limited qualitydisplay devices.

Ordinarily, counselwill use computersfor Power
Point, the playing ofencoded video, andthe display
of evidence, especially using one of the high-order
evidence display software packages.
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A decision to omit a desktop computer from a
technology-enhanced courtroom unavoidably raises
the issue of prose representation. Although the tech
nological implications ofattempted prose represen
tation in a technology-enhanced courtroom remain
to be worked out, there is a reasonable argument
that ifthe court welcomes counsel with computers,
the court should make available a "loaner" notebook

for pro se litigants. Such a statement raises serious
issues of use, training, maintenance, and even avoid
ance of theft and physical harm. Nonetheless, the
issue is a serious one and should be further discussed

as a priority matter incident to the construction of
such a courtroom.

2-3.4 "Whiteboards"
Whiteboards are vertically mounted white rectan
gular boards on which people write, usually with
colored markers. Whiteboards can be mounted on

walls or placed on easels. High technology white
boards provide otherextraordinary options, however.
In theirsimplest use, a high technology whiteboard
transmits writing to monitors fed from the connected
computer, in the same color as that used on the
board. The writing on the board can be preserved
both by saving the image to disk on the attached
computer and by printing it on a connected printer.
One of the great advantages of the board is that
once an image is saved to the computer it can be
restored immediately even if the image has been
erased in whole or part on the board itself. White
boards can be especially effective for witness
drawings or counsel's opening statementand closing
argument.

Projection whiteboards provide evengreaterpos
sibilities. They areavailable intwo varieties. Onetype
consists of the basic whiteboard with a computer
connected front projection system. The other is a
self-contained rearprojection system. Both allow the
user to draw on any projected image. Counsel can
project, forexample, the image of a documentand
have a witness circle a key provision in color, either
with an electronic pen, or often just with a finger.
Perhapsthe most visually attractivewhiteboardsare
largeflat screen plasmamonitors with a white board
"overlay." Theoverlay issimply an additionalscreen
that fits over the monitor turning it into a touch
screen monitorthat can be annotated bycounsel or
witness, byelectronic light pen,or evenwitha finger.
These types of whiteboards permit easy remote
operation of a computer. Indeed the white board
comes into its own when operated in conjunction
with a high end evidence display software package.
Using the proper software, a witness can usea finger
to capture a paragraph from a displayed document,
enlarge it, and annotate it in color in seconds.



2-3.5 Evidence presentation station
One of the key questions concerning the use of
evidence presentation technology iswhere to install
it and where lawyers must be to use it. Often it is
court custom that controls the answer. However, as
importantas custommaybe, for reasons of economy
and ease of maintenance, it is usually best to place
all technology that the lawyers or their assistants
may use in one place, a location that can be easily
reached bycounsel withoutfavoring anygiven party,
and a location from which counsel may present the
case to judgeor jury. Given most courtroom designs,
this usually suggests placing the evidence presenta
tion station between the principal counsel tables,
either in line with them or in front of them. Position

is frequently problematical as sight lines are critical
and an equipment location may clash with them.

Courtroom 5E modifies the Courtroom 21

Litigator's Podium to include all of the necessary
presentation technology and connections, including
a portable control panel. Somelawyers prefer to use
assistants or vendors to operate their technology.
Courtroom 5E has installed audio and computer
video inputs in or on the counsel tables so that an
assistant may operate a computer from the table.

2-4 VIDEOCONFERENCING

Video conferencing is becoming a standard feature
in courthouses throughout the world. The primary
courtroom use of videoconferencing isfor the testi
mony of a remote witness, the appearance of a
remote lawyer, and remote first appearances or
arraignments (althoughsome courts and Courtroom
21 have used it for remote judges). The remote
testimony may also include remote evidence pre
sentation whichshould be displayed simultaneously
with the video of the presenter and introduced into
the electronic evidence presentation system of the
courtroom.

Because most courts use videoconferencing
primarily for remote first appearances or arraign
ments and occasional remote witness testimony, the
best place to install the primary videoconferencing
display device is behind thewitness stand—so long
as the judge and jury may clearly see the image.
The remote witness or participant appears in the
courtroom in a display device, preferably life-size.
Video conferencing requires a camera at the source
end and target end, a video display device, ISDN
lines (high capacity telephone lines) or a computer
network connected to the internet, and a CODEC
(coder/decoder). The codec is the most expensive
part ofthe system. In someconfigurations, a camera
co-located with the display ensures that when a
courtroom participant looks at the remote person,
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as incounsel questioning a remote witness, there is
effective eye-to-eye contact.

With today's technology, video andsoundshould
be perfectlycoordinated; onlythe most rapid move
ment mayshowsome variance. To ensure the largest
degree of use from a single videoconferencing
system, the principal courtroom videoconferencing
display device should be able to be relocated with
reasonable ease and the courtroom's cameras should
either be placedto permit use of videoconferencing
for participants other than a witness or should be
subject to at least manual re-positioning. It should
be noted that with proper switching a single codec
can supportmultiple videoconferencing systems, so
long as only one is used at a time.

2-5 COURT RECORD

Although real-time transcription has been available
for manyyears, it is now far more available than in
the past. More and more court reporters are
prepared to offer the service. Real-time transcrip
tion can be transmitted through the Internet to the
office, to a consulting expert,or to anywhere counsel
may need. Coupled with counsel communications,
discussed below, real-time means that the lawyer
can havea non-residentteam that isfully cognizant
of everything that is happening in court just as it
happens, and able to respond to trial counsel's
immediate needs.

Court record technology is currently developing
rapidly and is converging towards a merger of all
the applicable technologies. The Courtroom 21
Project, for example, makes a multi-media court
record that consists of the real-timetranscript, digi
tal audio and video, and images of the evidence as
well. The record can be made available remotely via
password or published in real-time to the web for
worldwide access. This not only further enhances
the possible use of remote assistants; it also holds
the promise of changing the nature of appellate
review in non-jury cases.

Courtroom 5Edoes not currently provide electronic
recording, however, the infrastructure is now in place
to allow both digital-audio recording and real-time
court reporting systems. Digital recording will require
acquisition ofthe appropriate recorder system as well
as connections to the courtroom'smicrophones and,
forplayback, speakers. As courtreporters will supply
their own hardware, the courtroom will need the
necessarywiring for real-time and the ability to route
the court reporter'svisual output to the courtroom's
display screens. This last item is primarily for dem
onstrations; operational real-time is displayed on
either bench and counsel monitors or captured by
their computers.

Courtroom 5E
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2-6 OTHER TECHNOLOGIES

2-6.1 Assistive technology
All trial participantsand observersshouldbe able to
function freelyand easily in the court environment.
Assistive technologies assist those with special
needs, especially thosewho have difficulties hearing,
seeing, and moving in the courtroom environment.
Court reporter-supplied real-time transcription
enables trial participants who cannot hear to read
the court proceedings (those who can hear but not
wellcan use infrared headphones for personal audio
reinforcement). Video-conferencing-based sign
language interpreters can provide sign language
interpretation to jurisdictions lacking suchinterpreters.
Blind participants can read documentsthrough scan
ning and conversion to Braille (as well as programs
that will read documents to the hearer). Lifts enable
wheelchair-bound participants to take their appro
priatecourtroom locations with dignity. Future court
rooms should be designed so as to specifically
accommodate at least those needs whichare easily
and reasonablypredictable.Courtroom 5E provides
assistive listening devices for those who are hard-
of-hearing but can hear to some degree (consisting
of an infrared transmitter connected to the sound

reinforcement system and an accompanying infra
red receiver used by the person requiring assistive
listening).
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2-6.2 Language interpretation
Current technology does not include a replacement
for human interpreters. Instead technology permits
the easy access in the courtroom by technology to
interpreters who may either be elsewhere in the
courtroom or courthouse or somewhere else in the

world but connected by modern communications.
Future interpreting technologywill include the ability
to use a speakertelephonesystem to connect remote
interpreters into the courtroom to provide consecu
tive, real-time interpretation in multiple languages.
Courtroom 5E does include the necessarytelephone
lines and equipment to permit remote consecutive
interpretation. Generally, there are two purposesfor
language interpretation. The first is to translate the
testimony ofa witnessor defendantintothe language
of the court, English. The second is a system that
provides interpretation ofthe court language, English,
intothe native language of galleryspectators. All of
this is accomplished in tandem with the assistive
listening system described above.

2-6.3 "Counsel communications"
The advent of the internet and the world-wide-web

has made instant communications by e-mail and
instant messaging as important as access to nearly
unlimited amounts of information. Trial lawyers
increasingly are seeking courtroom broadband
internet access to permit them to have two-way
immediate communications with associates and

support staff intheirfirm and elsewhere. At the same
time, giving counsel access to the courthouse net
work raises substantial security issues. Such issues
can be dealt with reasonably by proper firewalls and
other security measures. Courtroom 5Eprovides the
abilityfor broadband internet access; however, the
Fairfax Courts do not believe it iswise to do so using
the county/court's private enterprise network. The
Fairfax Courtsdo contractwith a private firm to make
wireless access available in the jury assembly room.
This arrangement with the Circuit Court allows the
installation and access to a privately owned external
network at no expense to the court but does require
the court's permission to charge counselfor its use.
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The Judges Bench

audio isdirected electronically to the court reporter
only (or an electronic audio recording device if
utilized). The audio isneversent to the public address
sound reinforcement system. This microphone is a very
sensitive omni-directional boundary type micro
phone. The connecting cable also is routed through
a grommet in the desktop and connects to the
system by a jack plate located under the desktop.

A boxspeaker ismounted under the bench desktop
for local sound reinforcement.

3-1.3 Computer connections
The judge is provided access to a computer at the
bench. Thejudge may but does not have to bring a
personal notebook computer intothe courtroom. The
preferences of some judges are such that even if a
desktop systemisprovided, they will choose to bring
a notebook computer as well. Accordingly, connec
tions for a notebook computer are provided for any
desktop system the court may choose to install.

The bench computers are able to output audio
and video into the courtroom evidence display
system in order to present calendars, legal research,
juryinstructions and other such material to the court
room monitors. They also include a network
connection into the courthouse computer network
to provide the judge with a high-speed Internet
connection, as well as access to the courthouse
databases.

Thejudge will also need a connection to the court
reporter's real-time transcription network. This is
imperative for the judge to be able to follow the
electronicrecord of the proceedings, make notesfor
further reference and verify the accuracy of the
record of the proceedings. Computer connections
are located in a convenient to use pop-up device.
Thejudge isalsoconnected to a printer. The printer's
location is significant and determines the degree of
printer noise that can be tolerated.

3-1.4 Display and controls
Courtroom 5E provides the judgewithvisual displays.
However, every display provides at least the possi
bility and usually the reality of blocked sight lines to
and from the bench. If not configured correctly, the
judge could be walled in by a fortress of display
monitors. Sight line problems are minimized by
building the displays partially intothe bench. Care is
taken to minimize the number of displays needed.
The attempt is made to not have to switch among

3-1 JUDGES BENCH

3-1.1 In general
Technology requirements for the judge's bench
include:

microphone;

side bar microphone;

speaker;

evidence display monitor;

computerconnection into the presentation
system;

court network connection;

real-time transcription connection;

duress alarm, and

telephone and full system controls with judicial
"kill" switch tostopproceedings if required.

3-1.2 Microphones and speakers
The judge is supplied with a 12" gooseneck car
dioid desktop microphone with a push-to-mute
switch.This microphonecan be adjusted so that the
judge is not required to speak close to the micro
phone head. The microphone is installed close to
the center of the judge's bench. The connecting cable
is routed through a grommet in the judge's bench
and connects to the system by a jack plate located
under the judge's bench.

The bench also includes a sidebar microphone
to provide audio pick-up of bench conferences and
to allowthe court reporter or the audio recorder to
capturea record of the conversation. This microphone

Courtroom 5E Technology Project I 13
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different views on a given monitor. Many judgesare
sufficiently uncomfortable withtechnology that they
find the prospect of active technology control off-
putting.

If the court provides the bench with a desktop
computer, that computer must have a monitor.The
monitor should be a 15 inch or larger LCD display.
Because the judge may take the bench with a note
book computer, the bench should also have room
for that computer and its built-in monitor. Court
room 5E requires an evidence monitor so that the
judge may view video evidence presented in the
courtroom. A 17 inch flat-screen LCD monitor with

XGA native resolution isprovided so that the monitor
also can be used as the system control panel.

The system controlpanel isa touch-screen control
panel that isconnected to the centralcontrol system
inthe main electronics rack. This screen is programmed
to allowthe judge to control all aspects of the court
room technologysystems including the audio,video
presentation of evidence, remote testimonysystem,
room lighting and any other system that the judge
wishes to oversee. The screen design is currently
being enhanced to make the controls as simple to
understand as possible. Combining the control panel
with the judge's primary evidence display monitor
could be problematic.

3-1.5 Other technology
For security purposes, the bench area includes a
duress alarm button. This button will activate an
alarm at the sheriff's security office, indicating an
emergency inthe courtroom.Thebutton alsoactivates
an audio/video feed to a sheriff's monitor so that

security personnel will be able to hear and see the
situation in the courtroom.

3-2 THE WITNESS STAND

3-2.1 In general
The witness stand is provided with a microphone,
speaker, annotatable touch screen evidence display
monitor, and language interpreter microphone con
nection. A large screen plasma display for remote
testimonyand viewing of evidence iswall-mounted
behind the witness.

3-2.2 Microphones and speakers
Forwitness testimony, a very sensitive microphone
is positioned close to the witness with a volume
control located on the main audio control screens at
the control panels. An 18" gooseneckcardioid micro
phonewithout usermute capability is connected to
the systembya jackplate located underthe desktop.
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A box speaker is mounted under the bench desk
top.

3-2.3 Computer connections
Although the witness will not ordinarily use or need
a computer, a hard-of-hearing witness may benefit
from real-time transcription. Accordingly, for ADA
purposes the witness position should provide
connection to the court reporter's real-time tran
scriptionfeed. This can be done either by providing
a video connection linkedto the reporter's computer
video output or more easily byproviding a real-time
computer connection so that a notebook or other
computer can be connected for the witness.

3-2.4 Display
The witness stand includes an evidence monitor so

that the witness can view visual electronic evidence.

A 17" flat-screen LCD monitor with XGA native
resolution and touch-screen capability for annota
tion of evidence by the witness is provided. The
connecting cable extends through a grommet inthe
witness bench area and connects to the system by
a jack plate located under the witness bench.
Witness monitors frequently present sight line prob
lems as witness demeanor must be seen clearly by
at least judge and jury. As a result, display position
ing is especially important. Customarily placing the
monitor to the left or right resolves the problem.

A 62 inch flat screen plasma monitor is mounted on
the wall behind the witness stand.This permits a physi
cally present witness to point to visually displayed
evidence or to annotate key portions, allowing the
fact finder to both see the interaction with the evi

dence and to observe the demeanor of the witness.

Perhaps more importantly, when remote witnesses
testify, Courtroom 5E controlled testimonyallows a
witnessto be seen life-size inapproximately the same
positionthe witness would be inwere the witness to be
physically in the courtroom. Inasmuch asthe large screen
is easily visible inthe courtroom, it is the primary vehicle
for the display of defendants when appearing at a
remote first appearance or arraignment.

3-2.5 Other technology
Witnessesincreasingly need languageinterpretation.
Assuch interpretationcan be furnished viaelectronic
connections to interpreters. A head-worn microphone
is supplied with connections to both the sound
re-enforcement system and the infrared hearing
assistance system. Iftelephone or remote interpre
tation is to be used, the courtroom provides a
telephone line/telephone interface or a speaker
telephoneconnectedsound re-enforcement system
with an infrared hearing assistance system.
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3-3 COURTROOM CLERK

3-3.1 In general
The courtroom (deputy) clerk's deskisequipped with
microphone; speaker; evidence display monitor; full
systemcontrol panel; computer with court network
connection; scanner; printer; fax; telephone; real
timetranscription connection; digital audio recording
system; and duress alarm.

3-3.2 Microphones and speakers
The clerk's desk includes a 12" gooseneck cardioid
desktop microphone with a push-to-talk switch.
Even withan automatic microphone mixing system,
this microphone is muted except when speaking is
required. The connecting cable extends through a
grommet inthe desktopand connectsto the system
by a jack plate located under the desktop. A box
speaker is mounted under the bench desktop.

3-3.3 Computer connections
In light of the administrative duties required, the
clerk's position includes a permanently installed com
puter system, CPU and a 17 inch flat screen LCD.
Connections include a network connection to the

courthouse computer network for high-speed
internet connection and access to the courthouse
databases. This computer isconnected to the court
reporter'sreal-time transcription networkso that the
clerk can assist the judge with following the elec
tronictranscript. The clerkcomputer isconnected to
a scanner and printerand may be shared with the
judge should desk space or cost so indicate.

Theclerk's positionalso requires a control panel.
Similar to the judge's control panel, this is a touch
screen control panel which isconnected to the central
control system in the main electronics rack. The
Courtroom 21 experience has been that because
the clerk controls a number of different electronic

systems (e.g., the audio system and potentially a
courtroom electronic recording system), the clerk
may need the ability to use a single keyboard and
monitor to control multiple systems. Should this be
the case, a KVM-type switch may be used.

Thecourtroom will require a digital audiorecord
ing system to provide the ability to make a court
record inthe absence of a court reporter. This should
be a standard four-track court audio recorder with
logging capabilities.

3-3.4 Display
The clerk computer includes a flat screen 17 inch
LCD. The clerk's evidence monitor is a 17" flat-screen
LCD monitor with XGA native resolution. Because

Future Courtroom

this ordinarily is the primary control panel, it is not
combinedwith the evidencedisplay panel.Thecon
necting cable should go through a grommet in the
desktop and connect to the system by a jack plate
located under the desktop.

3-3.5 Other technology
Although 5E does not fax from the courtroom, the
clerk position could be supplied with a facsimile
machine forsendingordersand other papers to and
fromthe courtroom.Theclerk positionalso includes
a telephonewith a visual signal instead of an audible
ringer. As noted above in 3-3.3, the courtroom also
will require a digital audio recording system.

3-4 COURT REPORTER

3-4.1 In general
The court reporter location will allow for real-time
transcription network and connections for a back
up audio recording system. A hearingenhancement
system allows the reporter to easily hear all court
room activities including bench conferences.

3-4.2 Microphones and other audio
equipment

The court reporter's position can include a micro
phonewitha push-to-mute switch. The connecting
cable extends through a grommet in the desktop
and connects to the system by a jack plate located
under the desktop.

Courtroom 5E does not currently use electronic
court reporting, however, the infrastructure is in
place to do so. Should that be the case, the court
reporter's positionwould requirean audio assistance

3
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panelto provide connections for recording and play
back, a headset connection, a dedicated jackto the
bench conference microphone and a volume con
trol for the headset. The recording and playback
connections provide for the use of a single-track
audiocassette recorderfor the court reporter to use
as a back-up system. The headset connection would
allow the court reporter to be able to monitor all
microphones located in the courtroom. The connec
tion would provide a volume control to allow the
court reporter to adjust the sound to a comfortable
level. This same system is connected to the sidebar
microphone to allow the court reporter to monitor
a bench conference without relocating to that posi
tion. The sidebar connection is isolated from the main

audio system either through a switch or a separate
headset jack or routing control of the audio pro
cessing system.

3-4.3 Computer connections
At present, customary court practice is to retain
privately employedcourt reportersthat provide their
own court reporting equipment, normally a "writer"
and a notebook computer. Assuming this to be the
case, the court reporter position does not need a
computer but does require appropriate computer
connections. The critical connection would be to the

court reporter's real-time transcription distribution
network. This capability makes the draft real-time
electronictranscriptavailable to the judge, counsel,
and, if need be, hard-of-hearing witnesses andjurors.
Thecourt reporter does not require a connection to
the courthouse network, although the court may
choose to provide this. Should the court choose not
to do so, it may wish to provide an internetconnec
tion if it provides one to counsel.

3-4.4 Display
In order to enhance case comprehension, the court
reporter can be provided with an evidence monitor,
preferably a 17" flat-screen LCD monitorwith XGA
native resolution. The connecting cable channels
through a grommet in the desktop and connectsto
the system bya jack plate located under the desktop.

3-4.5 Other technology
The display of visual information as evidence and
argumentoften results inthe need to print out copies
of the displayed material, if only for purposes of a
traditional paper court record. Courtroom 5E has
been equipped with video printers, printers that
generate a high-quality (albeit often small) photo
graph-type print of any digital material presented
on the courtroom monitors, including any annota
tions of that material. Given that current printer
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technology permits larger-size quality color printing
either by inexpensive inkjetor affordablecolorlaser
printer, it is not clear that the "traditional" video
printer makes continued sense. However, the court
room needsthe basic quality color printing capability,
and an appropriate printdevicemay best be located
at the court reporter's position, or, should this be
undesirable, at the clerk's position.

3-5 COUNSEL TABLES

3-5.1 In general
Courtroom 5E has two modified counsel tables with

the capability to add a third counsel table. Although
most cases haveonlytwo parties, the high probabil
ityof multi-party proceedings ina majortechnology-
enhanced courtroom may require at least three such
tables. Each counsel table isprovided microphones;
evidencedisplay monitors with annotationcapability
through the touch screen aspect of the monitor;
notebook computer inputsfor counseltable presen
tations; real-time transcription connection and
computer internet connection. The design of the
tables requires consideration for the possible use of
any equipment being used as a weapon and the
elimination of bias and influence on the jury if
restraining devices; handcuffs, legshackles areworn
by a prisonerwhile sitting at the counsel table.

3-5.2 Microphones and speakers
Counsel tables include one 18" gooseneck cardioid
desktop microphonewith a push-to-mute switch. If
multiple attorneys are routinely expected, two
microphones per table can be accommodated. Note
that "push-to-mute switches" mean that anything
that an attorney maysay at the counseltable will be
picked up by the courtroom audio system if the
attorney fails to mute the microphone. Although this
is sometimes highly undesirable, the alternative, a
push-to-talkswitch position,would resultin lawyers
constantly forgetting to enable their microphones.

The microphone connecting cable is channeled
through a grommet in the desktop and connects to
the system by a jack plate located under the desk
top. An optional boxspeakermaybe mounted under
the bench desktop.

3-5.3 Computer connections
Customarypractice isfor counselto bring notebook
computers with them to trial. Each counsel table
has the capability to provide counsel a connection
to the court reporters real-time network. Based on
Courtroom 21 experience, it isrecognized that most
lawyers prefer their evidence presentation technol
ogy to be operated by others. Therefore, each
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counsel table is provided the abilityto display com
puter material from the counsel table (in addition to
the primary evidence presentation station).

The need for electrical power is self-evident.
However, it isworth emphasizing that inthe case of
the counsel tables, easy access to multiple outlets,
preferably mounted on the tabletop in a pop-up
device or, if need be, easily reachable through the
tabletop is highly important aswe canexpectcounsel
frequently to need to connect and disconnect note
book computers.

3-5.4 Display
Each counsel table is equipped with a 17 inch LCD
monitor to display to counsel material presented
by the judge, clerk, witness, or other counsel. In
addition, these displays provide the ability to anno
tate presentation material by including touch screen
technology.

3-6 EVIDENCE PRESENTATION

STATION

3-6.1 Podium
The most fundamental function of a technology-
enhanced courtroom is the electronic presentation
of evidence. For reasons of efficiency, appearance,
maintenance, and economy, Courtroom 5E uses a
single evidence presentation station located between
the primary counsel tables. This station isequipped
with a document camera; DVD/CDA/HS audio-video
player; audio cassette player; other audio system
connection; digital evidence annotation; and evi
dence system controls. This does not prohibit the
presentation of computer-supplied material from
counsel table. That option is intended, however, as
a secondary means of presentation. The design of
the evidence presentation station is critical and
requires further discussion among all those con
cerned with the courtroom's design.

3-6.2 Microphones
An 18" gooseneck cardioid microphone with no
mute capability is installed at the evidence presen
tation station. It is connected to the courtroom

audio system by a jack plate located under the
desktop.

3-6.3 Computer and other connections
The evidence presentation station isa major source
of digital inputs. The courtroom infrastructure is
wired to accept the visual output of two notebook
computers, the audio output of at least one such
computer (at present computer audio is used by

Evidence Presentation Station

attorneys far less than video), the visual output of a
document camera and a combined DVD/CDA/ideo

player, and the audio output of an audio cassette
player, DVD/CDA/ideo player, and the microphone.
Thestation isalso able to display on its monitorthe
courtroom visual evidence feed.

Counsel has a variety of technological tools for
evidence introduction and opening statement and
argument with the capability to switchamong them
as needed. Although the courtroom'swiring permits
both the judge and courtroom deputy clerk to do
this, it may be inefficient for them to have that
responsibility. Courtroom 5Eissupplied with a touch
screen control panel allowing counsel to switch
among the evidence station's potential inputs. The
control panel is subject to override by at least the
judge's control panel. Counsel hasthe ability to change
theselected electronic evidence. Currently, the judge
reviews this evidence from the bench evidence monitor

and the judgecontrols what to publish to the witness,
jury box and gallery monitors.

The Courtroom 5E experience has been that
many lawyers have little or no problem connecting
individual notebook computers to the Litigator's
Podium display inputs. However, it is also recognized
that for reasons of protection of work product as
well as possible personal use, counsel ordinarily will
not leave a computer on the Podium while opposing
counsel,for example, crossesa witness. With this in
mind, there may be no reason to provide two note
book display connections. However, the capability
exists should there be a circumstance where counsel

would in fact leave their computers at the podium
or one computerbecomesthe primary source,as ina
court-conducted program, and a speaker or alterna
tive counsel might wish to connect a second device.

Courtroom 5E
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a document
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Finally, the evidence presentation podium provides
the abilityto printthe presented electronic evidence
including any annotation.

3-6.4 Display
The evidence presentation station isequipped with
a 17 inch LCD monitorto display to counselmaterial
presented by the judge, clerk, witness, or other
counsel. This monitor is mounted in such a way to
present the smallest degree of sight line blockage
possible. This display also serves as a means to
annotate electronically presented evidence through
its touch panel interface.

3-6.5 Other technology
As previously noted, the evidence presentation
station isequipped with a document camera, DVD/
CDA/HS audio-video player, and audio cassette
player. The document camera includes XGA video
output, compositevideooutput, S-video output, and
serial and data connections. It can also be used for
as a light-table for x-rays and slides.

3-7 THE JURY BOX

3-7.1 In general

The jurors must be able to respond to questions
during voir dire, to be heard when speaking to the
court, and to be able to hear and see the evidence.
In Courtroom 5E, the jury's primary technology
needs are microphones, visual displays, and a good
courtroom sound reinforcement system. The court
can supply assistive technology when necessary.

3-7.2 Microphones and speakers
Courtroom 5E incorporates hanging overhead or
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"choir" microphones. These are very small micro
phones suspended from the ceiling. Their size and
color allow them to blend in— although they will
not be invisible. Hanging microphones will provide
the degree of audio coverage necessary, including
covering counsel who approach the jury box, but
not provide a distractionto the individual jurors who
ifgiven desk-based microphones might move or play
with them, generating noise and distracting partici
pants from the proceedings.

Low profile wall mounted speaker's are in the
front jury rails to provide sound re-enforcement for
the jurors.Thisconfiguration directs the sound from
the direction of the speaker creating a more com
fortable situation for the jurors to comprehend the
message. This is the same concept as used in
churches to direct the listener to the minister.

3-7.3 Computer and other connections
Thejurorsdo not need computers. However, in the
event of a English-literate hard-of-hearing juror, the
court may provide the jurorwith the real-time tran
script for ADA purposes (with an electrical connec
tion to support a computer).

3-7.4 Displays
The primary display devicesfor the jurorare 17 inch
LCD monitors, with one display per everytwo jurors.
Courtroom 5E includes a large screen front projec
tion system. In the new courtrooms it has been
determined that such a system isnot a critical need.

3-8 THE COURTROOM IN

GENERAL; INFRASTRUCTURE

3-8.1 In general
Courtroom 5E consists not only of the technology
addressed in the preceding portions of this Section,
but also of the technology that applies to the court
room generally, especiallya robust courtroom tech
nology infrastructure. The key to the infrastructure
is a raised floor and proper cabling as discussed in
Section One.

3-8.2 Microphones, speakers, and
other audio equipment

Courtroom5E includes a wireless microphone system
with a hand-held probe microphonemounted on a
floor stand in order to provide the court with flex
ibility to permit alternate evidence presentation
locations or to question potential jurors. This system
should be a good quality diversity type RF wireless
system.
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Threedistinctspeakerconfigurations are required

for proper courtroom audio. Ceiling mounted gallery
speakers provide coverageof the spectator area. The
courtroom audio system should permit the judge
during a sidebar conference to transmit "white
noise" to these speakers to help mask sidebar
conversation. Although this isa desirable feature to
have, past Courtroom 21 experience suggests that
the noise ("static") is so off-putting to everyone in
the courtroom as to be unlikely to be used. This
couldbe an important protection, however, insome
key sidebars in cases of major importance. Control
of this zone should be located at the main equip
ment rack. Jury microphones have already been
addressed in 3-7.2. Control of this zone also should

be located at the main equipment rack. Millwork
box speakers should be located at the judge, witness,
attorney, clerkand court reporter positions and have
already been discussed. These will provide sound
re-enforcement in those areas with minimal feed
back. Normally, box speakers are mounted under
the desktops with a volume control for the judge,
clerk and court reporter positions. Controls for the
witness and attorney speakers are normally located
at the rack. During a sidebar conference, noise is
not sent to these speakers due to their proximity to
the conference area.

3-8.3 Computer and other connections
Necessary computer connections havealreadybeen
discussed in the specific court areas. It should be
noted that the key connectivity issues for the court
room and its infrastructure involve the equipment
rack, discussed below.

3-8.4 Displays
In addition to the various displays previously discussed,
if the courtroom does not show all evidence on an

easily viewed large screen, the courtroom should
have gallery displays. These monitors, oftentwo large
plasma screens, will provide the public and the media
with the ability to viewand read the material shown
on the evidence displays. This recommendation is
somewhat interesting. Intraditional trials, members
of the public do not have access to the evidence
and must normally make do with listening to the
proceedings infront of them. However, the adoption
of courtroom technology has altered perceptions.
Given the ease with which we can display docu
mentary evidence, for example, most people see
no reasonnot to makethe display to the public which
increasingly seems to feel that it hasa "right" to it.
It should also be noted that the courtroom can also

be used for training and other purposes not neces
sarily trial related and therefore, the monitors are
multi-purpose in the uses they can provide.

3-8.5 OTHER TECHNOLOGY

3-8.5(a) Cameras
Video cameras for remote testimony (videoconfer
encing) are located throughout the courtroom to
allowthe person at the far end of a videoconference
to view the courtroom. InCourtroom 5E,sixcameras
are used to coverthe judge, witness, defense, plain
tiff, podium, and an overview shot of the courtroom.
These cameras are color NTSC Pan/Tilt/ Zoom cam

eras with high speed wide range tilt head, integrated
12xhigh speed auto focus zoom lens, auto tracking
and motion detection, fully controllable remotely
via RS 232 or remote IR controller. The cameras are

connected to a switcher set to allow video to follow

audio. This means that when a person in the court
room speaks, the camera associatedwith that posi
tion switches and the person at the far end sees,
as well as hears, the speaker. The judge's can also
control the cameras from the judges control panel.

The overview camera, which shows the major
ity of the courtroom, is located in the front of the
courtroom on the opposite side from the security
camera.

3-8-5(b) Assistive listening
Compliance with the American Disabilities Act
requires accommodation for people with hearing
loss. An infrared hearing assistance system will
accomplish this and also can provide a means for
foreign language interpretation. Channel one
provides composite audio from the audio mixing
system. Channel two provides individual language
interpretationfrom the interpreter's connection panel
in the courtroom.Thesystemcan accommodate up
to two additional language interpretations for the
gallery. This is important when both parties involved
in the litigation are non-English speaking. A stan
dard package includes the Infrared Emitter Panel, a
transmitter, at least five headset receivers with
rechargeable batteries and a chargerunit. Note that
real-time transcription isa potential solution for those
who cannot hear even with the help of the infrared
assistive listening system.

3-8.5(c) Media connections
At present, Courtroom 5Eisthe courtroom of choice
for major news-worthy hearings. It is possible that
the media request access to high-profile court pro
ceedings. Should the court choose to assist in this
area, Courtroom 5E currently has two broadcast
quality cameras feeding into a media room where
further connectivity provides a CATV feed to the
Massey building. The intent in the future is to pro
videa connection platewith a signal path that would

NTSC Pan/Tilt/Zoom
Camera
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go from this plate to the rack; from the rack to the
central equipment room inthe courthouse;and from
the equipment room to a connection point where
media satellite trucks could be parked (often a
section ofthe parking area reserved forthispurpose).
Because this connection is to the main courtroom

control system, itallows the judgeto "kill" the audio/
video signalwhen required.

3-8.5(d) Annotation
Counsel or the witness may wish to electronically
annotate visually displayed material, especially to
clarify testimony concerning a displayed image. This
isaccomplished byusing the touch-sensitive screens
in the courtroom. These screens are connected to a

video annotation control device, a Boeckeler Instru
ments Pointmaker, which places a video overlay on
top of the video image.

3-8.5(e) The Equipmentrack
Theequipment rackislocated inan equipmentcloset
behindthe clerk's area. Theconfiguration ofthe rack
requires adequate space, electrical service, and
environmental support (heating/cooling/ventilation)
which is not adequate in 5E. Generally, a five foot
by eight foot space is recommended. The rack is
divided into several distinct areas which include audio

processing, video processing, remotevideoprocess
ing, systemcontrol and other related system devices.

Audio processing equipment includesall devices
necessary to process, reproduce, and distribute
audio. These devices form the foundation of all the
other systems in the courtroom. The audio proces
sor takes in the signal from the microphones and
other audio playback devices. These mixers provide
programmable inputs and logic outputs, a built-in
white noise generator, and RS-232 control through
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a touch screen control system. Room equalization
and feed-back elimination is included to reduce audio
feedback within the speaker system with active
filtering, which adjusts tochanges in the room with
out operator assistance. State of the art audio mixers,
such as the Biamp Audia Flex, provide forthe ability
to control audio through the courthouse network
eliminating in-courtroom repair calls for system
adjustment. This system also represents the core of
some of the future capabilities including remote
distance interpretation and remote electronic court
reporting. Signal amplification is required to feed
the speakers. The speaker load governs the size of
the amplifier. Normally, 50 to 100 watts for each
zone is more than sufficient for a courtroom sound

system.One of the court's requests isfor an effective
wayto provide teleconferences. This isaccomplished
with a telephone interface device connecting the
courtroom microphones and speakers to telephone
lines, turning the entire courtroom into a "speaker
phone." Theunitprovides echo-cancellation, balanced
audio in and out and control through the touch
screen control system.

Similar to the audio equipment, the video pro
cessing equipment includes all devices needed for
presenting and distributing videosignals forevidence
presentation and related visual technologies. The
central video device is an ultra wideband, analog
RGBHV matrix switcher which will switch RGBHV,
RGBS, RGsB, component video, S-video, composite
video and audio. The matrix switcher is controllable

through front control switches and RS-232/422
(through the touch-screen controlpanels). The matrix
switcher requires connection to other devices. A
digital video scaleraccepts composite, S-video, and
component video inputs and outputs the signal as a
high resolution XGA video signal. This allows signals
from the VCR or other lower resolution devices to

be displayed on the courtroom monitors. A need
forthe reverse alsoexists. High-resolution video can
be sent to a video printer, VCR or remote site by
converting the video signal with a scan converter.
The scan converter will accept high resolution XGA
rate input and output in composite, S-video and
component video. Other video devices such as
distribution amplifiers are required, but the exact
system configuration design will dictate the need
for other devices of this kind.

3-8.5(0 Video conferencing
Videoconferencing is used for remote audio/video
appearances and communications. The equipment
required includes a method for switching cameras
and a device to send and receive the audio and video.

The cameras can be switched by using a six-input,
two-output composite video active switcher with
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vertical interval switching. This device iscontrollable
by RS-232 and contact closure switches. This
switcher will be used to switch video cameras

through a "video follows audio" connection to the
microphone mixer and the courtroomcontrol system.
Thesignals from thisswitch and the audio mixer will
then be sent to a central videoconference control
rack that is connected to outside communication lines

and the other selected courtrooms and support
rooms in the courthouse.

3_8-5(g) Control system
Much of the courtroom's technology is subject to
touch-screen control via touch panels at the bench,
clerk's position, and the evidence presentation
station. The interface between the panels and the
matrix switcher and other switching equipment isa
programmedswitching systemsuppliedbyCrestron.
The system is programmed to mute/black out all
audio &video sources; specifically mute the judge's
microphone and the jurymicrophones; adjust audio
system volume; adjust witness microphonevolume;
adjust auxiliary audio volumes; enable a telecon
ference; start/stop the bench conference system;
"publish" (provide) video to the witness display;
"publish" video to the jury and plasma displays;
provide operational control of allevidence presenta
tion devices, and also provide other controls as
directed by the court during programming design
meetings. Although these control systems are
extraordinarily useful and efficient, their operation
depends on software programming. It is imperative
that everyeffort be made duringthe control system
design to ensure that all interested parties clearly
convey their needs to the design team. Otherwise,
software amendmentswill be necessary which can
cause highly undesirable delay and increase cost.

3-8.5(h) Whiteboard
Court staff has discussed the possibility of including
a whiteboardinthe courtroom.Subject to sightlines,
whiteboards can provideboth witnesses and counsel
witha valuable means of drawingreal-time diagrams
and charts, and annotating opening statements and
arguments with text points.The staff should decide
specifically as to whether a whiteboard is to be
included in the courtroom, left for a later addition,
or is undesirable. Courtroom 5E experience has
indicated that the audio/visual technology is more
than sufficient and the white board is less desirable.

3-9 THE DETENTION CENTER

ARRAIGNMENT ROOM

3-9.1 In general
The Detention Center Arraignment Room provides

the court with remotefirstappearance and arraign
ment facilities. The room includes microphone,
speakers, a wall-mounted largeplasmascreen, video
camera, and printer. During a hearing the judge in
the courtroom is able to directly view and address
the defendant in the Detention Center, and the
defendant will beabletoview andaddress the judge.

The required audio and video equipment is
installed in a secure housing mounted on the wall
behind the Detention Center Arraignment Room's
bench area.

3-9.2 Microphones and speakers
A microphone for usebythe defendant ismounted in
a low wall dividing the room. This will allow good
microphone proximity to the defendant without
allowing an object that can be used as a weapon.
Audio box speakers provide audio from the court
room and interpreter positionswith specific location
depending on room acoustics and security concerns.

3-9.3 Computers and connections
The defendant will not need nor have access to a

computer at this stage of the proceedings.

3-9.4 Display
The goal behind the use of technology for remote
firstappearances and arraignments isto replicate to
the greatest degree possible the human judge-
defendant contact that occurs when a defendant

appears in person before the judge. To accomplish
this, the Detention CenterArraignment Room includes
a 50 inch large plasma screen placed immediately
behind the bench so that the defendant will see the

judge in near lifesize proportions.

3-9.5 Other technology
TheDetention CenterArraignmentRoom includes a
video camera to transmit the video image of the
defendant to the courtroom. The camera is a color

NTSC Pan/Tilt/Zoom camera with high speed wide
range tilt head, integrated 12xhigh speed auto focus
zoom lens, auto tracking and motion detection, fully
controllable remotely via RS 232 or remote IR control
ler. The judge's control panel is able to control the
camera, allowing the judge to adjust the camera as
required and to verify that the defendant istestifying
without prompting. The secure enclosure houses all
required videoconferencing and related equipment.
Because the defendant mayneed to review and possi
bly sign documents, two-waydocument transmission
isnecessary. This is accomplished bythe useofa printer
in the arraignment room controlled by the clerk in
the courtroom.
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4
Section Four —

Training and Evaluation

All commentary presented in this section provided by the
Center for Legal and Court Technology.

A technology-
enhanced

courtroom's

long-term
success

ultimately
depends upon

the bar's

acceptance

and use of the

courtroom.

4-1 IN GENERAL

Operation and maintenance of a major technology-
enhanced courtroom is a significant matter which
requires preplanning and on-going training. Groups
in need of training support include technologists,
administrators, judges, and lawyers. Each group is
addressed separately.

4-2 TRAINING

4-2.1 Technologists
Court technologists are charged with the mainte
nance, operational support, and upgrading of the
courtroom's technologies. The courts have taken
precautionsand appropriate measures to ensurethat
those persons responsible for serving as courtroom
technologists are clearly so appointed with clear
lines ofauthority and responsibility. TheFairfax
Courts have implementeda CourtroomTechnology
Office that includes a Director of Courtroom Tech

nology and a ChiefEngineer.

Courtroom technologist training begins with a
review of this and all subsequent reports and then
continues to formal instruction that includes the

courtroom infrastructure, each pieceof equipment,
maintenance needs, probable technology misuse and
its solutions, troubleshooting, and upgrade plans.
Critically, this training must address what a court
room technologist may and may not do to assist
counsel in a case.

All Courtroom Technologist are required to, at a
minimum, meet the BasicAudioA/isual certification
training offered by the Center for Legal and Court
Technology. Advanced certifications are alsorequired
for higher level staffs.

4-2.2 Administrators

The courts' administrators need at the very least a
general orientationand familiarization program that
will show and explain the courtroomand demonstrate
the courtroom's capabilities.Anyadministrators with
direct responsibility for the courtroom will need
additional instruction to ensurethat they have a more
expansive understanding of the courtroom'sadmin
istrative and budgetary implications as well as its
possible effects on traditional courthouse practice.
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Because court administrators are the interface

between court operations and both judges and
lawyers, it is especially important that key adminis
trators have a detailed understanding of the court
room's current and future capabilities and probable
consequences. One of the chief issues to be deter
mined by the courts' administrators is the upgrade
planforfuture courtrooms.Absentsuch a plan,with
the budget to support it, Courtroom 5E could
become obsolete within a few years and could at
any moment become unable to address a newly
developed but key technological need.

4-2.3 Judges
To the degree possible, all of the courts' judges will
receive optional training to include a familiarization
program in the courtroom that demonstrates the
courtroom's capabilities. Those judges likely to
preside over cases in the courtroom ideally should
receive advanced instruction that would cover the

legal issues incident to technology-enhanced court
rooms, including evidentiary and procedural
challenges; operation of the bench technology;
properlawyer use of technology; coping with lawyer
technology mistakes; and other matters of general
interest.

4-2.4 Lawyers
A technology-enhanced courtroom'slong-termsuc
cess ultimately depends upon the bar's acceptance
and use of the courtroom. This presents the court
with a dilemma. The court should eagerly seek to
provide familiarization and orientation sessions for
the bar, preferably in connection with the Fairfax
County Bar Association and other bar groups. How
ever, successful technology use requires detailed
hands-on instruction that most membersof the legal
professions believe it improper for the court to deliver.
Thecourt believes it hasa responsibility to advise the
bar of the courtroom's capabilities and anyadminis
trative or legal rules attendant to its use. Traditional
trial practice training isoutside this scope, although
the court may choose to assist in its delivery by a
third party.

Bothlawyerfamiliarization and advanced hands-
on detailed training is available from the Center for
Legal and Court Technology and other third party



affiliations. After initial familiarization orientations
areconducted, courtstaff, perhaps assisted by local
members of the bar, should be able to provide peri
odic short orientation programs for lawyers new to
the courtroom.

4-3 Evaluation

Courtroom 5E iscontinuously evaluated and serves
asthe blueprint forfurthercourtroom development,
renovation, and construction. Evaluation addresses
the operation and reliability of individual products,
the degree of use of the courtroom for technology
and traditional purposes, the degree of use(andthe
success thereof) of given technologies, the percep
tionsof all stakeholders, including members of the
local bar; identification and discussion of apparent
problems, and the courtroom's impact upon the
courts' normal policies and procedures. Evaluation
also includes the impact of the courtroom'suse and
maintenance on the personnel of the court and its
financial consequences to the courts' budgets.The
evaluation process is a continuous process refined
by constant feedback.

4-4 DEFINITION "LEGAL

TECHNOLOGIST" AND

"COURTROOM TECHNOLOGIST"

For the purposes of these Protocols, a "legal tech
nologist" is a person whose courtroom functions
include the operation of courtroom technology. A
"courtroom technologist" isa member of the court
staffor a person employed byor appointed bythe
courtforthat purpose who is insomedegreedirectly
responsible for the supervision, maintenance, or
operation of courtroom technology.

Commentary
Courtroom technology is valueless without compe
tentpersons to operate it. Technology operators are
at least functionally "legal technologists." A legal
technologist may butneed notbe an attorney. This
definition distinguishes a "legal technologist" from
a "courtroom technologist."

Courts that have chosen to install or welcome
courtroom technology often have technical staff
members who are assigned supervisory, mainte
nance, oroperational duties with respecttoit. These
persons are defined as "courtroom technologists."
Counsel seeking to use courtroom technology
frequently has formal or informal contact withthese
important staff members. This definition of "court
room technologist" ordinarily excludes counsel or
third party vendors ortechnology experts obtained
by counsel for their assistance in a case. It may
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include, however, non-courtpersonnel whohave been
employed byorappointed by (e.g., the Courtroom
21 Project, which was appointed as Executive Agent
forlegal technology inCommonwealth v. Malvo) the
courtto support or implement the use of courtroom
technology

4-5 TYPES OF COURTS

4-5.1 "Prohibitive courts"
A "prohibitive court" is one that rejects by rule or
custom all or nearly all use ofcourtroom technology.

4-5.2 "Permissive courts"
A "permissive court" is one which allows but does
not require significant use of courtroom technology.

4-5.3 "Mandatory courts"
A "mandatory court" isone which requires the use
of one or more forms of courtroom technology.

4

Commentary
These protocols donotcustomarily distinguish among
the three types of courtsspecified in their applica
tion. They are defined, however, for two primary
reasons: theclassification maybe helpful indescrib
ing courts, andbecausesome believe that manda
tory courts owe a greater degree of assistance to
counsels who have technical difficulties than do other

types of courts. Mostcourts arebelieved to be per
missive. However, anecdotal evidence indicates that
some courts aremandatory, at least insofar as pre
sentation of documentary evidence is concerned in
large document cases. Although there have been
reports ofprohibitive courts, none canbe said with
assurance to actually exist.

4-6 COUNSEL'S DUTY TO THE

COURT AND CLIENT

4-6.1 Counsel's duty of competence
Counsel and their agents who use courtroom
technology should be competent in doing so. Non-
court personnel who assist counsel in the operation
ofcourtroom technology act as counsels' agentsand
are equally bound bythe duty of competence.

Commentary
Whether counsel may sometimes have an ethical
dutytousecourtroom technology toeffectuate their
ethical duty to represent the client zealously and
competently is a matter not addressed by these
Protocols. Counsel does have an obligation to use
courtroom technology competently when they

Courtroom

technology
is valueless

without

competent

persons to

operate it.

Counsel does

have an

obligation to
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technology
competently
when they
attempt to

do so.
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attempt to doso. Incompetent use ofcourtroom technology results in wasted
court time and, if court staffattempt to assist counsel, possible waste of
court resources. Given counsels' position as officers of the Court, such
waste should be avoided. Further, given counsels' duty ofcompetent rep
resentation to theclient andtherisk that incompetent use of technology
may harm thepersuasive nature of counsel's case presentation, counsels'
ethical duties to the client alsoimpel a duty of competent use.

Absent Court requirements to the contrary, counsel need not personally
operate courtroom technology. They may rely in whole orinpart onstaffor
third party vendors. However counsels' duty to use courtroom technology
competently isnot affected bythe actual operation of that technology by
others; those operating thetechnology actas counsels' agents unless the
Court requires that court personnel operate thecourtroom technology.

These Protocols donotdefine "competence,"however, leaving toanother
day apossible set of detailed standards. Competent useof courtroom tech
nology, however, requires that counsel or their agents understand how to
usethat technology. Aninadequate understanding likely will result in either
thereality or appearance of a malfunction, usually interrupting trial. Case
presentation via a computer, for example, usually requires the operator
understands howtoconnect thevisual output of the computer to a display
device (or courtroom visual display system). Counsel who fail to properly
set a computer's powersaving software have a high probability of having
the computer suspend its operation unpredictably which may not only
interrupt a counsel's case presentation but also lead to the erroneous infer
ence that thesystem hasmalfunctioned andthat counsel needsa lengthy
recess to recover from theperceivedproblem.

4-6.2 General awareness of customarily used or available
courtroom technology and the nature of any Court
policies or informal practices concerning its use

Counsel should have a basic familiarity with the general types of court
room technology applicable to trials of the type to be tried bycounsel and
the nature of anyCourt policies or informal practices concerning its use.

Commentary
Proper useof courtroom technology requires that counsel either directly or
through the active participation of other knowledgeable persons, under
stand thetypes ofcourtroom technology potentially useful in thelitigation.
Competence implies more than just the ability to operate given technol
ogy adequately; it implies the ability to choose the type of technology to
be used to effectuate the goals of the representation. Counsel has no
obligation touse technology. At leastin theabstract, however, every counsel
should be aware of thoseoptions which mightenrich thepresentation of a
case. At the very least, counsel whochoose to usecourtroom technology
ought to be able to make an intelligent and reasonable selection among
available technological options.

4-6.3 Awareness of available court-supplied technology
and the nature of any Court policies or informal
practices concerning its use

Counsel should be aware of the nature ofany courtroom technology avail
able through the Court and the nature of any Court policies or informal
practices concerning its use.
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Commentary

Courts are increasingly making courtroom technology
available to counsel involved in a hearing ortrial before
the Court. This technology may exist in the form of
installed technology in the courtroom, including fully
integrated high-technology courtrooms, wired courtrooms
that are augmented in a given case by court supplied
cart-based courtroom technology, or via court-owned
or controlled courtroom technology that may be made
available to counsel. Court supplied technology often is
available to counsel at no cost, andits useandoperation
isunderstood andperhaps even supported bytheCourt.
In order to make intelligent and reasonable decisions
about whether tousecourtroom technology, what tech
nology to use, and whether to seek Court consent for
counsel to bringinto the courtroom non-Court technol
ogy, counsel must have an adequate awareness of any
courtroom technology thatis available from the Court.

In making a decision about thepossible use of court
room technology, counsel must be aware of any Court
policies or informal practices concerning its use. This is
especially true should the Court be either a prohibitive
or mandatory one.

Many courtsrequire counseltopresenttheir case from
a single location, often a lectern or podium equipped
with courtroom technology. From a trial practice per
spective, counsel need toknowwhether theyarefreeto
depart thepodium andwhether theyareable tooperate
the courtroom technology from other locations (includ
inguseof a portable remote control). Many courts have
noted that counselsometimes ask, often with littleor no
notice, torelocate technology-equipped lecterns orpodia.
Courts often have policies concerning this with which
counsel should be familiar before the trial of the case.

4-6.4 Familiarization with operation
of courtroom technology

Counsel should be familiar with the method of operation
of any courtroom technology to be used in the trial or
hearing and the implications of that operation for the
trial or hearing

Commentary
Counsels' dutyof zealousrepresentation to the client as
well as counsels' status as officers of the court impels
the conclusion that counsel should understand the

probable impactof theplanned use of courtroom tech
nologyon the trial of theaction. Installed display equip
ment in some courts may require that the courtroom
lights be dimmedor darkened entirely, either of which
couldnegatively affect a counsel's plannedpresentation
of evidence, openingstatement, or closing argument.



4-7 SHARED USE OF TECHNOLOGY

4-7.1 In general
Counsel seeking to use courtroom technology in the
mostcost-efficient fashion ordinarily are best served
by joint use of the technology planned for a given
trial or hearing and joint use ought to be a Court's
normal policy, subject to necessary case-specific
exceptions. When non-Court owned or controlled
technology isto be used, jointacquisition and use is
best effectuated by advance planning and coordi
nation among the parties. However, unless other
wise required by Court rule or order, in non-criminal
cases non-Court owned or controlled technology
obtained by one party at its own expense need not
be shared with other parties, each of whom is
responsible for the acquisition, installation, and
operation of that party's courtroom technology.

Commentary
Some of the reasons for the installation of high-
technology or technology-augmented courtrooms
are to provide an equalplaying field forallparties,
to encourage the use of courtroom technology, to
diminish the cost to litigants of obtaining their own
courtroom technology, and to avoid the unsightly
andpotentially unsafe need to wire courtrooms for
one-time usesof outside technology. When multiple
parties seek to bring their own courtroom technol
ogy into a courtroom or hearing room, they
frequently create difficulties for the courtinasmuch
as the parties need time to install the equipment
which with its wiring may adversely affect the
appearance and the operation of the courtroom.
Multiple versions of the same technology substan
tially complicate the situation and ought to be
avoided to the degree possible.

From the client's perspective, sharing courtroom
technology may permit a substantial cost savings.
Current practice often has counsel presenting their
caseprimarily via the use of one or morenotebook
computers. Well designed courtroom technology
would permit the use of multiple computers either
all concurrently attached to a display system or
seriatim. In no case should counsel need to share

computers with the associated concern about
improper accessbyonepartytoconfidential matters
of another.

Courts maywish to require jointuse of specified
equipment, such as document cameras, which by
their nature donotimplicate counsel's work product
or client confidence concerns.

Although technology sharing ishighly desirable and
ought to be strongly encouraged, there would
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appear to be nojustification for requiring one party that hasobtained court
room technology atitsownexpense tomake that technology available toother
parties of no expense to those parties. Doing so would be unfair and would
discourage the responsible use of courtroom technology.

4-7.2 In criminal cases

In criminal cases, courtroom technology used by the prosecution at a trial or
during a hearing should be available for the use of indigent defendants or for
those defendants the Court determines ought to have such access for financial
reasons.

Commentary
Criminal cases are special. The constitutional requirementsfor due processand
fair trials make an uneven playing field especially unacceptable. Accordingly,
prosecution use of courtroom technology ought to permit the Court to order
the prosecution to make the technology available to an indigent defendant. The
Protocol does not require that the prosecution operatethe technology or instruct
the defense in its use, only that the given technology be made available for
defense operation.

Although there is substantial agreement that indigent defendants and their
counsel should have access to prosecution technology, the matter is far less
clear for defendants who can afford to retain counsel. From one perspective,
courtroom technologyissimply another defense expense. From the other, there
is little justification for burdening the defense with yet another cost (which
might makeitchoose to refrain from acquisition of courtroomtechnology) which
the defendant may not be able to afford. The Protocol allows the Court to take
the defendant's financial status into account in deciding whether to allow the
defense access to prosecution supplied courtroom technology.

4-8 COMMUNICATION WITH THE COURT

4-8.1 Notice of intent to use technology
Unless otherwise governed by Court rule or practice, counsel intending to use
courtroom technology in a given trial or hearing should give notice of that
intent in writing to the Court and opposing counsel a reasonable time before
the trial or hearing. The noticeshould include an itemized list of the technology
that counsel desire to use and any special requirementsdictated by its installa
tion or operation, should it be courtroom technology to be supplied bycounsel.

4-8.2 Dutyto keep the Courtcurrent
Counsel who have given notice of an intent to use courtroom technology in a
given trial or hearing should advise the Court (and as appropriate any assigned
court reporters) of any material changes incounsel's planned use of courtroom
technology. Counsel shouldaffirmatively notifythe Court shouldthe case settle,
be rescheduled, or if counsel decide not to use courtroom technology.

Commentary
Although the Court ought to haveeithera rule or standing order setting forth
intended courtroom technology use byparties, in theabsenceof sucha formal
Court requirement, as officers of the courtcounsel should take it upon them
selves toadvise the Court, andopposing counsel, with specificity, of their intent
to use courtroom technology. Such advance notice willpermit the Court sua
sponte toschedulea hearing to discuss the mattershouldit findcounsels' plans
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tobeproblematical. Ordinarily, andsubject toCourt practices, such notice should
be made in written form, whether electronic or otherwise. In major cases and
in special circumstances theCourt may wish torequire, orcounsel may wish to
submit, such notice in the form of a formal motion.

To avoid a potentially substantial waste of valuable personnel time, counsel
should ensure that prior courtroom technology plans that have been communi
cated to the Court staffare kept current. Court staff, including the court's legal
technologists andasappropriate court reporters (who insomejurisdictions may
notbe court employees), may notbe aware of changes incasestatus. Accord
ingly, counselshouldnot assume thatbecause the Court is aware thatthe case
has been discontinued or rescheduled that court staffresponsible for dealing
with courtroom technology are familiar with those changes. Ordinarily, informal
communication ought tobe sufficient in theevent that a casehas been formally
discontinued or rescheduled.

4-8.3 Coordination with the Court's technical staff
Subject to Court rule or practice, counsel intending to usecourtroom technology
at a given trial or hearing should coordinate the planned use with appropriate
courtroom technologists, and as appropriate court reporters, a reasonable time
before the trial or hearing. Court staff will not assist counsel in their case-
specific adversarial efforts.

To the degree possible, when using Court owned or controlled courtroom
technology counsel should test anycounsel supplied courtroom technology that
must connect to the Court's technology a reasonable time before the trial or
hearing to ensure the compatibility of the technology. Neither the Court nor
the courtroom technologist has a duty to provide or ensure compatibility.

Commentary
An increasing number of courts employlegal technologists to assist the Court
in the management anduse of courtroom technology. These courtroom tech
nologists usually canspeak with technological authority about thecompatibility
ofproposed counsel technology with theCourt's ownsystems and rules. Subject
to the Court's preferences, direct technical communication between counsel
andthecourttechnologists canbe very helpful to obviate otherwise potentially
significant technical problems. Checklists prepared by the technical staff may
be an appropriate wayof assisting counsel and those employed by counsel in
this general area.

Counsel should ensure, however, thattheydo notconfusethe technical role
of the Court's legal technologists with the distinct roles of judge and court
administrator. Counsel should further understand that the court technologists
arenot to assistcounsel in counsels' attempt to win their case, but rather are
neutral experts whose job it is to ensure that counsel can function properly
within the technological constraints of thegiven courtroom orhearing room.

Court reporters increasingly provide real-time transcription services, some
times augmented by concurrent or delayed web transmission or publication.
Counsels whoanticipate useofsuch technology should also coordinate with the
assigned court reporter.

Because givenpieces of equipment, notably some notebook computers and
some display devices, arenotalways compatible, it isessential that counsel field
test their equipment a reasonable time before the trial or hearing to ensure
compatibility. A "reasonable time" issufficient timeto either correct theincom
patibility or to obtain alternative compatible equipment. Ordinarily this requires
a compatibility test one ormore days inadvance of the trial or hearing.
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4-9 A COURT'S DUTIES TO

COUNSEL

4-9.1 Dutyto supply courtroom
technology

A court has no duty to supply counsel with court
room technology.

Commentary
Courtroom technology can substantially decrease
trial or hearing time, augment fact-finder memory
and understanding, and provide the publicwith an
enhanced understanding ofthe proceedings. Although
these are substantialand desirable matters, no legal
authoritynow exists which compels a court to supply
counsel with publicly (Court) financed courtroom
technology as a general matter.

4-9.2 Duty to provide information
to potential counsel

4-9.3 In general
TheCourt shouldsupplycounsels who are to appear
before the Court in trials or hearings with any
appropriate information that reasonably couldaffect
counsels' potential use of courtroom technology.

Commentary
Courts ought to give counsel sufficient advance
notice of Court policies concerning thepotential use
of courtroom technology in theCourt's trials orhear
ingsso as topermit counsel theopportunity tomake
intelligent and reasonable decisions about whether
counsel should usecourtroom technology and, ifso,
in what manner. Mandatory courts have a special
responsibility to advise counsel as far in advance of
a relevant trial or hearing of the Court's mandates
concerning such use.

4-9.4 Court rules or procedures

4-10 IN GENERAL

The Court should establish and promulgate in
appropriatewritten and electronicform detailed rules
or practices concerningthe use of courtroom tech
nology trials or hearings beforethe Court. TheCourt
should in particular set forth any types of courtroom
technology that are expressly prohibited or permitted.

The Court should publish for the Bar its position on
who is expected or required to operate the court
room technology. This may include specific notice
that third-party vendors or support are welcome,
that courtroom space has been dedicated to the



potential operation of equipment by such third
parties, or similar rules dealing with third party tech
nology use. If the court hasconstrained operation to
certain categories of individuals or createda training
requirement or certification process, this should be
included.

The Courtshould notify counsel clearly as to any
costs that are involved in the use or operation of
courtroom technology, whether the Court's own or
controlled technology or that obtained by counsel.

The Court in jury trials should issuesuch instruc
tions as may be necessitated by the use of court
room technology.

Commentary
The use of courtroom technology in trials andhear
ingsisincreasingly common. Useof courtroom tech
nologyin trials andhearings has "traditionally" been
adhoc, with specific rules orpractices often varying
depending upon thejudgeinany given case. This is
systematically undesirable as itprovides a potentially
great variance in trial practice depending upon the
identity of the individual trial judge. Ifa given court
cannot establish rules andpractices ofgeneral appli
cation within thejurisdiction of the Court, the Court
should attempt to establish consistent rules for any
given courthouse. Whensuch is not feasible or desir
able, each individual judge should make known in
some written form thejudge's rules andpolicies. This
is especially important in the modern world when
counsel mayno longerbe local. Web-published rules
and practices areespecially useful.

In determining whether the Court will permit or
require theuseofcertain types oftechnology, judges,
court managers, and technologists should work
together to reach an appropriate result. Court tech
nologistsshouldalways be consulted inissuesdealing
with thepotential use of technology.

The issue of who is expected to personally operate
courtroom technology is especially important,
particularly inasmuch as there can be substantial
variation in practice. Some courtspermitcounsel to
operate the technology themselves and to present
evidence directly. Others require evidence to be
submitted to the court's officers to be displayed by
those officers. The court's culture in this direction
should be spelledout clearly.

Courts occasionally havespecialrules concerning
demonstrative evidence, particularly as used in
traditional opening statements. Iftheseorsimilar rules
aretobe applied to high technology trials requiring,
for example, exchange inadvance of trial orhearing
of computer-based images, such matters should be
made clear.
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Courtroom technology use can create a need or desirability for jury

instructions. Courtroom 21 research, for example, indicates a high probability
ofjury frustration if counsel showdocuments too rapidly for jurors to read or
obscure significant portions of thedocuments by what are customarily called
"call-outs" (enlargements ofkeyportions of text). Counsel should beencouraged
by the court togive the jurors sufficient time toread relevant parts of exhibits.
However, particularly if theCourt wishes toachieve themaximum time savings
that may result from the electronic display of evidence, the Court, in those
courts towhich such an instruction would be applicable, should instruct jurors
that counsel will highlight theparts of exhibits counsel feelmostimportant but
that the jurors will later be able to read the entirety of an exhibit during jury
deliberations.

4-11 COUNSEL'S ABILITY TO DEPART FROM

THE COURT'S ESTABLISHED TECHNOLOGY

OR CUSTOMS

In setting forth rules or practices concerning courtroom technology, the Court
should include anypolicies and procedures which may prohibit or permit counsel
to seek exceptions to those rules or practices.

Commentary
Technology is ever-changing. Any courtrules or practices should include the
ability for counsel topetition thecourtbymotion for an exception toitsnormal
rules or practices, if only because of the possibility of technological develop
ments which might justify a departure from rules orpractices basedupon no
longer tenable assumptions. Such new developments are distinct, however,
from exceptions basedsolelyon counsel preferences.

A court, especially a court with a substantial technology-augmented court
room, likely will have firmly established expectations for counsel's actual use
and operation ofcourtroom technology. Counsel, however, may have alternative
preferences. When thecourtroom has installed multiple small display monitors
for jurors, for example, counsel have been known to request permission to
bring into the courtroom a large screen and projector to use instead of the
small screens. Similarly, whencounsel aresupplied with a technology-equipped
lectern or podium, they often seek consent to either present the case
electronically from counsel table or other location (often using an assistant or
vendor) or to relocate the lectern or podium for opening statement, closing
argument, orboth. Suchrequestscanbe technologically difficult orimpossible,
especially ifmade during or immediately before trial. A court that determines
based upon its own experience thatgiven types of requests will be rejected
shouldmake that fact clearin its published practices.

4-12 Exhibits and court record
When counsel are using courtroom technology, the Courtshould clearly notify
counsel as to the ways in which exhibits will be designated and supplied to the
court reporter or other appropriate individual so that all exhibits can be prop
erly identified for appellate purposes. In particular, if technology is to be used
to permit annotation of exhibits, the court should make clear whether each
annotation becomes a separate sub exhibit designation.

Commentary
The nature of the court record is evolving along with the use of courtroom
technology. As we now have the ability to annotate exhibits electronically,
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Because the
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whether for reference later in trial orhearing orfor
the appellate record, the Court should advise coun
sel and the court reporter of how to deal with
annotations andrelated material. This may become
a mootpointas courts movetoelectronically capture
the entire presentation of evidence.

4-13 ORIENTATION AND

FAMILIARIZATION

The Courtshould make known to thoselawyers who
mayappear as counsel ina trial or hearing before it
the nature of any courtroom technology installed in
itscourtrooms and hearing rooms, and anytechnol
ogy owned or controlled by the Court that may be
available for counsel's use. The Court should peri
odically provide counsel an opportunity to physically
viewand inspectthe court'scourtroom technology
and should make available to counsel court staff able

to answer reasonable non-case theory specific
inquiries from counsel concerning use or operation
of the courtroom technology. Court staff must not
engage inwhat iscustomarily considered adversarial
case theory specific litigation support advice.

Commentary
In the interests of both encouraging courtroom
technology useandminimizing wasteof court time,
a Court should make known to counsel as much
information about Court owned or controlled court
room technology asmaybe reasonably possible. This
may include placing information, including
photographs and possibly even operating instruc
tions, on the Court's web site, production of orien
tation videotapes, CD's, orDVD's, andpublication of
written materials.

Experience has shown us that counselwho will
participate intrials orhearings before theCourt can
be greatlyassistedin their decisions on whetherand
how to use courtroom technology if the Court peri
odically opens its courtrooms to counsel fora basic
courtroom technology orientation and familiariza
tion sessionat which the Court's legaltechnologists
can answer specific questions not involving a
counsel's efforts to prove thespecific factsof hisor
her case. Because the Court must at all times be
impartial, it is imperative thatin their efforts to be
helpful court staffdo notaccidentally orotherwise
advise counsel on how betterto employ courtroom
technologytoachievecasespecificadversarialgoals.

4-14 TRAINING OF COUNSEL

The Court is not responsible for training counsel in
the adversarial use of courtroom technology. This
ordinarily isthe responsibility of counsel and the Bar.
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Pursuant to its efforts to encourage efficient use
of courtroom technology, the Court maysupport
training of the Barin the use of courtroom technol
ogyto include making itscourtroomsand courtroom
technology available for use in training.

Commentary
Training counsel in trial advocacy isa traditional role
of the Bar, albeit onein whichjudges have frequently
assisted inoneproper form oranother. Trial advocacy
instruction carries with it a possibility of judges
accidentally being placed inan ex parte roleif coun
sel with activecases before thejudgesparticipates
in the training. Further, most courts havesufficient
financial and personnel resource constraints to
suggest that theythemselves should be reluctant to
offer counsel extensive technology-augmented trial
advocacy instruction. Courts, however, havea long
recognized interest in encouraging ethical and
professional trial practice. Consequently, the Court
may wish to assist the efforts of the Bar or third
partyproviders of courtroom technology-augmented
trial advocacy instruction. Although this maybedone
in many ways, one especially effective mechanism
may be to permit such instruction to take place in
the Court's own courtrooms with the assistance of
thecourtroom technologists. This has theadvantage
of furthering theability of the local Bar to efficiently
use the Court's own technology.

4-15 TECHNICAL PROBLEMS

4-15.1 Counsel responsibilities
It is counsel's responsibility and not the Court's to
present counsel'scase. When counsel experiencesa
technical problemwhile using or attempting to use
courtroom technology, it is counsel who has the
primary responsibility to resolve the problem or to
proceed promptly without the use of the problem
atical technology. This applies equally to the use of
Court owned or controlled technology and that
supplied by counsel.

Pursuant to their duty of competence, counsel
should make every reasonable effort to ensure that
counsel will not suffer a technical problem while
using courtroom technology in a trial or hearing. It
is improper for counsel to intentionally create a
technical problem or to simulate the existence of
one to curry favorwith a fact finder or to prepare a
fact finder for the possibility of a later, real, techni
cal difficulty.

To the degree possible, counsel should have
backuptechnologyor traditional, non-technological
means, ready to ensure that the trialor hearing can
proceed should a courtroom technology technical



problem take place that cannot be resolved in a
timely fashion.

4-15.2 Court responsibilities
The Court should make every reasonable effort to
ensure that Court owned or controlled technology,
to include any infrastructure wiring and control
systems, is fully functional for a trial orhearing in which
it is scheduled to be used bycounsel. Should a known
problem exist with theCourt's courtroom technology,
whether consistent or intermittent, appropriate court
staff should so advise the judge and appropriate
court managers who should as administratively
appropriate notify counsel of the problem and any
alternative solutions as may be available.

When counsel experiencea perceived courtroom
technology technical problem that may delay counsel's
presentation, counsel should give timely notice to
the Court and advise the Court, if possible, of the
estimated time necessary to resolve the difficulty.
TheCourt shouldgivecounsela reasonable amount
of timeto attempt to resolve counsel's problem, sub
ject to the demands of the case and the number
andtypeof problems, ifany, previously encountered.

Technical difficulties encountered by counsel in
using Court owned or controlled courtroom tech
nology, especially if the Court isa mandatory one,
may justify the Court in exercising its discretion to
provide counsel with more time with which to
attempt to resolve a problemthan would otherwise
be provided.

The Court may but need not provide court staff
to assistcounsel in an effort to resolve an apparent
technical problem. In a jurytrial, the Court maywish
to instruct the jurors as to the existence of a technical
problem andits consequences along withwhatever cura
tive instruction the Court may believe isappropriate.

Commentary
Technical problemsincident to the use of courtroom
technology can be troublesome. The difficulty is
compounded bythe fact thatit oftenis very hard to
adequately diagnose the problem which can be a
result of operator error, softwareorhardware misuse
orincompatibility, infrastructure failure, ordevice error
or failure. A judge faced with an apparent problem
hasno immediate wayofknowing whether theprob
lem is in fact realorjust an easily-resolved operator
mistake, orwhether there maybe, for example, a major
systemic failure intheCourt's owntechnology. Limited
technicallyablecourtstafffurther complicate thejudge's
ability to determine how best to proceed.

Training and Evaluation — Section Fou,4
Court technologists should keep court managers

andjudges advised ofpotential problems known or
expected in theareaof the use of the Court's owned
or controlled technology or courtroom technology
that will be usedbycounsel. The collective experi
ence has thus been that if a brief amount of time is
not sufficient to resolve the problem the trial or
hearing mustcontinue; even if thatmeans thatthe
technology is unavailable. Notably, this may notbe
possible in the event of some forms of technology
error. A failure in videoconferencing equipment
during remote witness testimony may make it
impossible to obtain that testimony that day, and
alternative witnesses maynot then be available in
the courtroom. In a mandatory court in which
counsel are using electronicpresentation ofelectronic
documents because it was either inefficient or diffi

cult to use thephysical documents (if theyexist), a
technology failure mayshut the case down as the
physical documents may be unavailable.

There hasbeen some feeling that ifa problem is
encountered in using the Court's own technology
when counsel has been required to use that tech
nology, the Court should be more sympathetic to
counsel. In short, a mandatory court may have a
higher obligation to counsel than does a permissive
court. There is no strong agreementon this, how
ever, and the textprovides for that possibility only.

The Protocols consequently place the burden of
coping with a technical problem on counsel rather
than the Court. This is at least arguably unfair to
counsel, at least in cases involving failures of Court
equipment. There does not appear to be a mean
ingful alternative to this atpresent, however. Accord
ingly, counsel should have an extensive range of
backup options available. Counsel should keep in
mind while contingency planning thatoften court
room technology permits alternative ways of
proceeding. If counsel's computer should fail, for
example, but counselhas paper documentsand an
available document camera, trial can continue using
the document camera.

There have been reports that some counsel
who fear the possibility of encountering technical
problems later in a case simulate such failures at
opportune moments reasoning that this will prepare
thejury for a more serious, real, failure ifoneshould
occur, andmay wellcurry sympathy injurors. This is
improper andisa form of fraud on the court. Judges
faced with courtroom technology problems injury
trials may wish to issue curative instructions. Some
judges maywish togivea generalinstruction aspart
of the prefatory instructions.
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Section Five —

Highlights

5.1 COURTROOM HIGHLIGHTS

January, 2004 — Courtroom 5Eselected to be the
"prototype" high-tech courtroom for CircuitCourt,
General District Court and the Juvenile and Domestic

Relations District Court.

3-D Human Heart

April, 2005 — Mallinson vs Doe; allowed the use
of Archie MD Legal Graphics. Defense was able to
display medical evidence using 3-dimensional digital
graphics to explain conceptsthroughanimation and
images, Honorable Judge Leslie M. Alden

February, 2006 — Child Abuse Case, ability to
isolate 10 year old witness from the defendant,
Honorable Judge Jane M. Roush

June, 2006 — Chancery Case, plaintiff from Izmur,
Turkey unable to obtain visa to travel to Fairfax,
Honorable Judge Kathleen MacKay
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October, 2006 — Courtroom 5E High-Tech court
room dedicated in "cable cutting" ceremony.
Congressman Frank Wolf served as the keynote
speaker along with John Frey, Clerk of the Circuit
Court and Fredric Lederer, Law Professor and
Director of the Courtroom 27 project, College of
William and Mary Schoolof Law.

So as to be present at the ceremony, Professor
Lederer conducted his morning law classes in
Williamsburg, VA from Courtroom 5E.

January, 2007 — Civil Case, Defendant from Cairo,
Egypt able to testify in business partnership dispute
case, Honorable Judge Kathleen MacKay

January, 2007 — General DistrictCourt conducted
arraignments via video conferencing capabilities
between Courtroom 5E and the Adult Detention

Center. General District Court and the Sheriff's now
conduct arraignments daily, Honorable Judge
MichaelJ. Cassidy.

May, 2007 — Included the electronic display of
multipledocuments and photos. Judge was able to
control which pictures to show the jurywhile keep
ing gruesome and intimate pictures from the gallery;
including the families of victims, Honorable Judge
Dennis J. Smith.

June, 2007 — Plaintiff with advanced case of Lou
Gehrig's disease and unable to speak. Plaintiff's
laptop could produce audible "garbled" sound that
was converted to text and displayed to judge, jury,
counsel and gallery, Honorable Judge Randy I.
Bellows.

November, 2007 — Circuit Court conducted
arraignments via video conferencing capabilities
between Courtroom 5E and the Adult Detention

Center, Honorable Judge Dennis J. Smith.

February, 2008 — Criminal Case, Prieto murder
trial, 85 year old witness physically unable to travel
provides testimony via video conference from Berkeley,
California, Honorable Judge Randy I. Bellows.
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5.5 COURTROOM TECHNOLOGY OFFICE

Recognizing the need to consolidate and share valuable resources amongst three Courts; Circuit Court,
General District Court, Juvenile and Domestic Relations District Court and the Fairfax County Executive
supporting agencies; Department ofInformation Technology and Department ofCable, Communications
and Consumer Protection, a Courtroom Technology Office was created. The Courtroom Technology
Office (CrTO) will ensure that all judges, supportstaffand administrative personnel of the 19th Judicial
Circuit have complete and reliable access to the information they need and the technological support
required for high-tech trials and proceedings. Courtroom Technology must beclosely aligned with state
and local agencies to facilitate the flow of information to the Court system andto broaden the spectrum
ofinformation sources available totheCourts. The CrTO is managed by a Courtroom Technology Officer
under the direction of the Chief Judge and the Clerk of the Court. Support staff includes highly-trained
courtroom technologist and technical staff from the three Courts.

The goal of the CrTO is to provide management and technical information services in a prompt,
accurate and efficient manner where appropriate for the judiciary to achieve its goals. An area of high
priority is the completion of 17 new courtrooms and renovations of 26 existing courtrooms. In the
delivery of information services there is an ever present tradeoff between being responsive and being
responsible. Theobjective isto maintain the flexibility to be responsive, but within the limits implied and
explicit responsibilities and budgetary constraints. Theoverall themes of CrTO's goals and objectives are
customerservice, cost containment, improved productivity and greatercompetence. TheCrTO isauthorized
to support court information processing requirementsthat are consistent with the Judiciary's objectives.

CrTO's responsibilities include:

/ Strategic planning for effective use of the court's information resource.

/ Liaison with County Department of Information Technology andSupreme Court Office
of Technology.

/ Project Manager for completion of Courthouse technology roll-out and implementation.

/ Acting as an advisor/consultant throughout theJudiciary on computer/information
systems-related matters.

/ Providing oversight and facilitating improvement of operations through system enhancements
or new system development.

/ Developing the technical needs of thejudiciary through theimplementation of new
technologies such as video conferencing, wireless networking, andvideo streaming.

/ Development, implementation, and enforcement of standards andprocedures relating to
computer/information processing.

/ Recommending computer/information services related policy for top management and/or
Policy committee approval.

/ Serving assupport staffto theJudiciary andaffiliated organizations.

/ Evaluating andselectinghardware/software andserving as theprimary vendor contact.

/ Maintaining state-of-the-art expertise on the technology andinforming user groups of
how the technology can be applied to enhance operational effectiveness.
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5.5 COURTROOM TECHNOLOGY GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE

Courtroom Technology Executive Governance Board
Primary function: Sponsors courtroom technology initiatives, review and endorse policies and procedures, provide oversight,
direction and act as the final arbiter as required. If consensus cannot be achieved and a vote is required, the Chief Judge or
Judge designee ofeach court andone additional Court designee identified within the structure ofthe Governance Board will
represent the voting forum.

Composed of: ChiefJudge orJudge designee of each court
Clerk of Court or Clerk designee of each court

• Agency Directors — Juvenile Court Services Director and County Chief Technology Officer (CTO)
The Director CrTO is designated Administrator for the Board

Courtroom Technology Office
Primary Function: Ensures effective strategic planning, development and integration of courtroom technology resources and
programs with the courts and other agencies and entities. Manages, monitors, supports and maintains the infrastructure,
equipment and software applications in the Fairfax courtrooms. Administers the decisions made bythe Governance Board.

Composed of: 1) Director, Courtroom Technology

2) Chief Engineer, Courtroom Technology

3) Courtroom Technology Specialist

Courtroom Technology Team
Stakeholder Committee

Primary function: Identify, research and recommend solutions
to meet courtroom technology requirements.

Composed of:

« Director, Courtroom Technology (CrTO)

CC IT representative

• JDRDC IT representative

GDC IT representative

Business representative from each court

• Other IT representatives as required (Sheriff, DCCCP, DIT, etc)
• Other non-court representatives as required (Public Works,

FMD, etc)

Other functions:

• Provide businessand technical expertise on courtroom
functions and technology

Research productsand software

• Resolve functional problems and recommend solutions

Evaluate currentand new technology

Assists with public relations functions forspecialprojects

Assist internal and external users

• Implement technologies

Requirements: Meet regularly
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Courtroom Technology
Planning and Policy Team

Primary function: Actas the primary administrative/
business resource, recommend initiatives and link
the technology groups and the executive steering
committee.

Composed of:

Director, Courtroom Technology (CrTO)

Representative from CC, JDRDC, andGDC
Other functions:

Participate in budget development

Consult on business issues

Review andevaluate operational andfunctional
strategies andprocedures
Elevate policies, procedures andother issues to
the Courtroom Technology Executive/Steering
Committee for endorsement, decision, or
direction

• Provide continuous communication between
the stakeholders

Requirements: Meet regularly



Fairfax County Courthouse
Courtroom TechnologyOffice

4110 Chain Bridge Road
Fairfax, Virginia 22030

703-246-2770

CrTO@fairfaxcounty.gov

www.fairfaxcounty.gov

EQUAL ACCESS/SPECIAL ACCOMMODATIONS

The FairfaxCounty Courthouse iscommitted to equal access
inall programsand services. Special accommodationswill be provided
upon request. Please callthe ADA/Access coordinator at 703-246-4111,
at least 10 working days in advance of the date services are needed.

ADA/Access Coordinator 703-246-4111 • tty 703-352-4139

www.fairfaxcounty.gov/courts/ada.htm
A Fairfax County, Va.publication 4/2008


